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Record Store.·Folds· 
By Jon Choate 
Whalen To Speak 
On Task· Force 
The wind whistles through 
Room 103 of the West Tower and 
the honeymoon for I.C. record 
buyers is over. 
Last Friday the Ithaca College 
Record Store closed its doors for 
the last time. Blaming a 
substantial inherited debt and 
the subsequent inability to ob-
tain stock, co-managers Scott 
Melnick and Dennis Burroughs 
decided that the time had come 
to shut down. 
The store, set up two years ago 
as Ithaca Student Services, Inc., 
never had enough guidance, 
according to Melnick. "If the 
store had gotten support form 
the College when it first opened 
up, it would have survived. · 
Melnick is quick to add: how-
ever, that the founders of the 
stor!;! didn't really want assist-
· ance from the school. 
Melnick said that they en-
tered this year owing their major 
distributor $12,000. Having that 
large a debt makes obtaining 
credit and, subsequently, more 
stock, nearly impossible. With-
out the stock, "we couldn't go 
after the Cornell market," Mel-
nick explained, "people wouldn't 
come back." · 
Another financial setback was 
that sales taxes, although col-
lected, were never paid before 
this year. Melnick indicated that 
the store this year paid out one to buy from." 
$6,000 in back sales taxes and Having a one-day record of 
penalties. $2000 in sales, the store has 
The lack of stock was directly always had potential. In fact, 
attributable to not enough mon- Melnick indicated that it looked 
ey to put into stock. After credit like the store would pay off all 
became· drained, it came to the the Q}d debts when he took over 
point where "there wasn't any- · · 
v Continued on Page 2 
President Whalen will an-
nounce the first step in the 
formation of a task force at an 
all-college faculty meeting on 
Monday night. Whalen called 
the special i meeting for this 
purpose. The task force is being 
organized in order to gather data 
about the college and evaluate its 
academic functioning. 
President Whalen decided to 
establish this task force in order 
to follow up on the re-accredita-
tion team's report in an over-all 
effort to find out more about 
Ithaca College. The group will 
consist primarilY. of faculty -
members but there will be 
representatives of the students 
and the administration as well. 
The total membership will be 
roughly ten people. 
On Monday night, Whalen 
will announce that he is request-
ing recommendations for task 
force members from the Faculty 
Council and the Student Con-
gress. Then it is likely that 
candidates will be interviewed 
by the President, according to 
his assistant Waller Borton. 
The task force will have fairly 
clear initial instructions from the 
President. Borton said that 
there will be certain general 
questions posed for the task 
force to analyze. The questions 
will be ones that President 
Whalen considers pressing. 
The task force will run on its 
own like various search commit-
tees have. It will be seeking 
suggestions from all components 
of the college community. It may 
hold public hearings, Borton 
speculated. But one point 
emphasized by Borton was that 
the task force will be a channel 
for faculty and student input. 
Currently President Whalen 
plans to have the task force's 
final recommendations at the 
Board of Trustees meeting 
in 1978. Adm~sions Growing 
Less Selective Provost Candidate To Visit By Peter Ajemian 
Dr.Peter Mitchell, Presently -
Wliy does Ithaca College ac- Correlating with the low_ered One of th!! nagging questions Vice Pre.sident for Academic 
cept such a high percentage of its admissions standards, the aver- on this campus in recent days is Affairs at Seton Hall Unfversity 
applicants? Director of Admis- age S.A.T. scores of ·entering whether this college is one for and a final candidate for the 
sions, Matt Wall, put it simply, I.C. freshmen has deereased. . professional studies or liberal position of , Provost at Ithaca 
"Because wen.ave to ... ~One.chief • For.-tbe.class..enter.lng:-in..the,fall'-- .arts.... , . , Wall ':;uggested-. · that - College will·visit the·,campus for 
reason we have tci is that only of 1976, the over-all median outsiders view it as a profession- two days February 2 and 3. 
37 .6 of those off erred admission a scores were 465 -VERBAL and al studies school. He indicated ' 
Ithaca end up attending. {That 510 MATH. The median verbal that the current unique make-up During his visit he will meet with 
h ~ h cl b f the Deans and Directors and was t e figure· .1or t e ass score has gone down . 78 points of the school (being oth pro es-
entering in the fall of 1975). since 1969. Matt Wall said, "Our sional and liberal· arts) greatly Executive Officers of t'he Col-
An open meetmg tor students 1s 
planned for Thursday afternoon, 
February 3 at 5:00 in the 
Crossroads. All interested facul-
ty and students are encouraged 
to attend these meetingS to talk 
with Dr. Mitchell. 
Summary: Dr. Mitchell's creden-
tials are available in the Office of 
the Provost and the Office of the 
Chemistry Department. 
In describing the admissions decline in S.A.T.'s is parallel to affected many aspects of the lege. 
procedure, Matthew Wall said the national decline.". admissions process. St d not} CongreQs O 
that if it is assumed that the The median high school class One might suggest that if Ithaca U e ij, . 0 o 
college wants to have a certain ranks of admitted freshmen has raised its admissions standards, 
total number of students such as dropped in the last few years then it would attract more A. N JL TI -
4,200 for next year, then t_he· also. In 1973, 16.8 percent of all students since it would appear to fu ®W · 00 ~ 
admissions planning naturally freshmen from public schools be more desirable. matt Wall 
revolves around that. "Selectiv- were in the bottom half of their agrees that this is probably true, 
ity is a m:it.t.er of supply and high school class. In 1976, 30.6 however, he quickly emphasized 
demand,"Wallstated. percent were in the bottom half. that in order to do that, the 
Since 1973 when the number The question arises: why school would either have to 
of applicants began to decline, aren't there more applicants, and shrink _the size of the student 
the selectivity of the college also why do so many of the accepted body, t& thus losing all tuition 
began to decline. The over-all applicants decide not to come? 1 revenue, or cut back on every-
acceptance rate for the class "Money keeps a lot of people thing, meaning firing faculty and 
entering in Fall of 1975' (or the away from Ithaca College," says staff. Lastly, Wall recognized 
median rate for all the schools Matt Wall. He pointed out that the responsibility of his office to 
· and divisions), was 71 percent. Ithaca is in the top 30 percent drum up interest and enthusiasm 
Yet that 71 percent figure nationally in terms of tuition for Ithaca, and that this could 
must be examined more closely charged,- and that for the kind of affect selectivity. 
since the six schools vary signifi- school we operate, that we have - It is becoming more widely 
cantly in their admissions rates. · a high tuitjon. known that there will be a huge 
For the.class entering in 1975 the Tuition costs play a role in dro~ in college-seeking students 
School of Communications was another factor that keeps stu- in the future. By 1990 there will 
the most selective . with an dents from applying, and ·that is be approximately the same num-
acceptance rate .of 29.4 percent the - competion of 68 public ber of college students as there 
while the School of Health, P .E., colleges and universities in New were back in 1960! . to compen-
and Recreation -was the least York state. The tuition required sate for that expected loss, all 
selective with a rate of . 86 at a state school is one fifth of the colleges, including this one must 
percent. '.the School of Humanit- J.C. tuition." Considering the fact plan ahead wisely. The Admis-
ies and Sciences accepted· 80 that over half the student body is sions Office mu'st solve the 
percent of its applicants for 1975. from New York, and is signifi- problem of admitting students 
In 1971, H&S ·only accepted 58 cant that many potential stu- with declining academic skills. If 
percent o{ its applicants.. The dents choos~ to attend one of the they' do not, then Ithaca will face 
school of HPER jumped from a 280 public -and private colleges the task of teaching students 
61 percent acceptance rate in and univei:si~ies. There are how to read and write for four 
1971 to an -86 · percent rate in ' outstanding private colleges like years instead of educating them. 
1975. Cornell, Colgate, and Hamilton, 
Student Congress passed a 
major motion to streamline itself 
on Tuesday night, and created a 
new steering committee to re-
place the old committee· struc-
ture. Other agenda items 
included the election of a new 
Vice President for Communica-
tions r to the Executive Board, 
and a statement from the Execu-
tive Board which severed the 
group's relations with the Con-
gress. 
In explaining the purpose 
behing the new ·steering commit-
tee, Chairperson· Marge Brown 
said that the old committee 
structure was too time- consum-
ing and that students tended to 
shy away from committee work 
as a result. The new· ·steering 
committee will investigate all 
matters relevent to the Con-
gress; and appoint temporary 
"a.d hoc" committees to work on 
particular projects. 
The ad hoc committees will 
have a very definite purpose and 
will exist for only as long as is 
The problem exists with and the public system is one of 
other schools too. The Division the best in tlie United State 
of Business· Administration ac- , Matthew Wall feels · that 
cept 45 percent of its applicants Ithaca College is viewed with {ZNS). It used to be. that serve you a drink as well. 
in 1971 while now it accepts 76 favor in the- Northeast_ region. entertainment in the barbershop After the drink, a stripper 
Entertaining Haircuts 
needed to complete its specific 
task. This way students who join 
committees will not have to 
serve for an entire year, and will 
hopefully be more enthusiastic 
about their work. 
Former lt~can Editor Mark 
Engstrom was selected by Con-
gress to be the new Vice 
President of Communications. 
Engstrom fills the vacancy left 
by Jack Caffari, who resigned 
from the Executive Board at the 
end of last semester. 
The meeting closed with the 
reading of a statement by the 
Executive Board, in which the 
Board stated it would leave 
student Congress to itself, and 
work instead on the platform the 
members were elected on last 
Spring. Pledging a "new student 
activism," the Board hopes to 
establish a Student Bill of 
Rights, defend student represen-
tation in academic departments, 
and deal with the Nite Court 
boycott among other things. 
CORRECTION 
percent of its applicants. As He·mentioned that Ithaca is one was limited to·well-worn maga- appears on 'stage and performs h\ ve5 quoted in the Report to the of the only places that has· zines and commentary by the. for 10 minutes while· the barber 
Middle States Association, pre- consistently gotten the numbert b · · · finishes with his shears. 'The 
The Ithacan would like t1 
apologi;,e to Paul McBride of tht 
history dept. for cutting hi~ 
name from the list of faculty 
members on the H&S Dean 
Search Commitee in last weeks 
edition. · 
NOTICE 
\ · pared for reaccreditation, "With, o( students it need~. He named b~:;: an-Arizona bai:b~rshop is drink-and-strip barber shop is the possible except~on of the Syracuse, ·Boston University, - provi<Jing female ·strippers while reportedly the only one in the 
physical therapy and the co1cll- . and ·Hobart as some · of our you get -a· trim. For,a·'$50 annual nation ... rig~t now. 
mµnicat{ons programs, the col-, competitors that have over-lap- . membership fe~ Applegate's - The (?Wner. says he hopes to 
leg~ is admitting students of less ping poois of applicants .. ·: : llairstyling Club'· i!i' ·Tucson· will ··open up branch· shops in Calif or-
Due to lack of ticket sales the 
S.A.B.'s presentation of Proct01 
, .and Bergman will be limited to 
one show at 10:00 P.M. Saturday 
January 29 in Ford Hall Aud .. 
- _ a~i~it.Y th~ the-st1,1d~nts ~f five , / _ : . _ ,. , . . _ : . • _ , ·notr·.oiI)y -}rim. yo~~- hair, but _ nia soon. . . 
years ago. . . . '. . . . . - : .. . ' . . .. .. . .. ..{ .. v·~ • .,•,~ 
• :'.~ //ri~,:~~},iJ~ir~Jirt1~;:~i~'.':i r;i~·'.,/,i' J<•~ :- ,: i~-~ J< :, ~• ~-:~ ',,;, .... ~\• ;::,: :~t:,, '.~ ~:;; yl \I:' e :~~ .:~. • ::'• :: .~~,· .''.,,,:;:,~~,~, l,,\' ' '• •~ ' '• ' 
by Kim Howe 
. 
photos by Audrey Weiss 
How Do You Feel About The 
Closing Of The Record Store? 
.(' Jrol Mayer 
History 
'79 
In my opm10n the school 
doesn't offer enough as it i~ - I 
think they're making a mistake 
by closing the record store." 
Debbie Cane 
Busines!i Administration 
'79 
"I really think it's a shame. It 
was so convenient. Now I'll have 
to go all theway downtown." 
Jay Graves 
Biology 
'77 
"Its a drag- hecause it was 
~ut·h a convt-niPnce and the 
priet•s Wl'rt' so good." 
~'5 
Ric Gordon 
Undecided 
'79 
"It doesn't matter because all 
the records were of such bad 
quality. All the albums I bought 
there I had to return." 
Chris Skerritt 
Educational Communications 
'80 
"I only realized that there 
was a record store just a few 
weeks ago. I think if they were 
more conveniently located, they 
would have gotten more busi-
m•ss. 
Jason Beeble 
Health Administration 
'79 
Eva ls Back 
Eva· is back. Remember that girl with the ' 
flashy clothes, high pitched voice, and the constJ1Dt 
smile. That's right, the girl who used to introduce 
the campus movies. Well, she's back after 
spending a semester in London and she's still the 
same ole Eva. 
Eva isn't quite ;,ettled yet. Though Ithaca is her 
school London has always been her dream. For 
over seven years she has been longing to go to 
London. Finally she mad!;l it there and according to 
Eva her dreams came true. Coming back to Ithaca 
had to be a let down since nothing could top London 
for her. Eva says "It's kind of like an astronaut 
landing on the moon. After he's done that what 
else is there?" Adjustment will come soon enough 
however and in the meantime Eva will just "keep 
laughing and doing what I like to do." 
Having a good time and doing what she wants is 
very important to Eva. In fact it's her way of life. 
This is obvious in her dress. Eva is known to wear 
rather outlandish clothing. But she wears what she 
wants to wear, not what other people think she 
should. Seh wears clothing to express herself, not 
the styles of the time. "I don't understand why 
people think it's so odd. It all matches, it's not 
obscene. I dress for myself not other people. I 
think I look good in what I wear. I dress tacky. I 
love to be tacky. I am miss tacky. I consider tacky 
the norm for me." 
Photo by Audrea Weiss· 
theater- group at work. According to ·EVa, the 
patrons will see all these people doing what they 
want to do. The patrons will say "Hey, if these 
people are doing what they love to do, why can't I?" 
From this there would be no frustration. Other 
people would form groups to help other frustrates. 
You can go after anyone you love and not have 
barriers like not being good enough. And she'll get 
her name in text books and go down in history. Eva is a B.A. drama major but she doesn't consider herself to be very talented. Her goal in 
life is to help people like herself who have Eva thinks there is too much worry and emphasis 
enthusiasm, energy, and love but not the talent. on what you should be instead of what you want to 
She plans to form a theater group called Kamann, be. She's happy with the way"' she is and is 
taken from a combination of her last name - resentful of people labeling her as a cartoon 
Heinemann and the last name of a friend named character. Eva is a person for herself and does 
James Grapka. The members of Ramann, things that people wish they had the guts to do·. As 
frustrated actors writers, pew.ts, dancers, and Eva puts it, "Hell, you only have one life to live, 
creative people, will perform in Eva's bakery shop. and you're gonna die anyway, so I may as well go 
(Eva is an excellent baker). It will be in New York· after what I want and not worry about what other 
City, on Cornellias street, in the Village, where people think. 'l'hey are the ones with the problems 
people of all sorts will come see the Kamann cause I'm having a hell of a good time!" 
Last day to turn in P /NFT options is tomorrow 
Friday, January 28. They must be turned in before 
5:00 PM at the Registrar's Office, Job Hall 2. 
Bills will be generated next week for all students 
enrolled, as of. Friday, January 28, in more than 18 
hours. If you intend to drop a course that will 
lower your semester total below 18 it must be done 
, b)'. Friday, January 28. After that date you may 
sttll drop the course but you must pay for it 
anyway. 
Last day this semester for drops is Friday, April 
15. IRS day. Drops after that date are recorded as 
NFT's 
• Seniors, have you filed for graduation and had your 
academic record reviewed by Mrs. Ainsworth in 
the Registrar's Office? If you haven't your string 
has almost run out. Better do it today. 
For those of you who need your I D picture taken 
the photographer will be set up in the Registrar's 
Office on Friday, January 28 from 9:00 AM - 4:00 
PM. . 
Orientation 
The Planning for next year's 
Fall Orientation is now under 
way. There will be a meeting 
today at 5p.m. in the Job Room 
of the Egbert Union ·for any 
students wishing to become 
involved. 
... Record Store 
continued from papt:: Z 
Days when students bough[ 
books were always big (due to 
the bookstore's clese proximity 
to the Record Store), and in the 
past year, the store did approxi-, 
mately $64,000 in sales. 
Melnick is convinced that the 
store definitely could of surviv-
ed. It averaged $225 a day in 
sales. No overseer of the store's 
operation was the main problem, 
however. "If a store could start 
from scratch up there with 
assistance from the Business 
office, then it would d~finitely 
survive," Melnick reflected. 
The honeymoon is indeed over, 
but, maybe, like a phoenix, a 
campus record store will once 
again rise to fight the ever 
spiraling cost of records. 
"It doesn't really affect me 
hecause I so rarely buy albums. 
l"vf' only been up there once.'.' 
Orientation Committee Co -
Chairperson Dave Van- Wie is 
currently working with a staff of 
approximately 15 people, and has 
hopes of doubling this figure over 
the next few weeks. Assisting 
him in the organizing process will 
he Co-Chairperson Irwiri Sheiner 
Academic Chairperson Kathy 
\:\'ilder. and Social Chairperson 
Roh Brinson. 
HrurP Engel 
Business Admini&tration 
·79 
"It doesn't affect me. 
neverbuy records there." 
., 
l, 
•', 
-: .. ·.· ~--~~:~?JJ,:-t.E.~ 
Curtis Mi.rch 
English 
'79 
"It was convenient but it 
really never. was a very good 
record store.'' 
In general. the Orientation 
Committee's objective is to "aqu-
aint incoming Freshmen with the Photo by Frank Sellers 
Ithaca College situation through tativc of their school or depart-
a varietv of social and academic mr.nt. and help' them through the 
'activitie~." according to Van confusion of registration. 
Wil'. Some of last Fall's Van Wie urges all interested 
successful activities included the students to involve themselves. 
Appache relays (a collection of with the Orientation Committee. 
fun s'ports), an ice cream bash . "There is a .close working rela-
a?d cassino an~ night club tionship within the committee 
m~hts. ~cadem1cally the com- that can lead to lasting friend-
m1ttee tries to ~e~ Freshmen to · ships, along with several differ-
work one to one with~ represen- ent social activities," he said. 
Committee members also receive 
a hat and· two t-shirts for their 
. work, .which involves returning 
to campus a week early in the 
Fall. 
Students wishing to join the 
committee should attend one of 
the weekly Thursday night . -
meetings in the Job Room, or 
call Dave Van Wie at X566, or 
Irwin Sheiner at X579·: · 
The-.•~~'~P~--~ .. ~,3r_;._. 
u , ... ,.. 
--~. t?l Conservative 
Backing 
]Eldridge Fighting For Tenure Vote® 
Cleave Ir 
From tlie Executive Board _~f the Student Body; 
In recent years students in many of the H&S 
departments at Ithaca College have exercised. their 
rightto be formally represented in the administra-
tive activities of thP-ir respective departments" The 
number and responsibility of these student 
~epresentatives varies with each, department, and 
ID some cases the. students have an equal VOte with 
faculty members on all curricula and personnel 
decisio:!]S, including tehure. · 
· This is a right that did not come easy to the 
~tudent body, it-had to be fought for. It was only 
under ' the intense pressure of students and 
enlightened faculty members that student repre-
sentation became a reality, and for the first time in 
the history of this institution students were able to. 
have some· direct control over how their tuition 
dollars · were to be spent. 
Recently, however, there have been indications 
that student representation, especially in the area 
of personnel, will be challenged. The visiting 
reacreditation team from the Meddles States 
Association states in its report that it was 
"somewhat shocked to learn that in several 
departments at Ithaca students actually had voting 
power on tenure decisi,:ms. In very few colleges 
. actually had voting power on tenure decisions. In 
very few colleges and universities has this become 
a practice. There should be plenty of opportunity 
for student opinion on faculty appointments in 
written and oral form, and these opinions should be 
taken seriously, but rarely have students been 
given voting rights--a situation that creates 
innumerable difficulties." . 
The local chapter of the AAUP (Association of 
American University Professors) has alteady seen 
~it to quote the above statement in support of a 
motion to eliminate student voting rights on all 
. personnel decisions. In a memorandum dated 
January 9, the AAUP Executive Committee states 
Bill Bailey 
(ZNS) The state of Michigan is 
singing "Won't you Come Home 
Bill Bailey", but they aren't 
interested in song and dance. 
Newly elected William H. 
Bailey was all set to begin his 
first term in the Rhode Island 
Legislature this month, but he 
may be late for the opening 
general Assembly Session. 
It seems that Bailey forgot to 
serve a two-to-four-year prison 
sentence for a larceny conviction 
in Michigan four years ago, and 
the state has finally caught up 
with him. 
Bailey, a Penn-State football 
star in the 1950's, reportedly 
received the sentence for steal-
ing 30 record albums from a store 
in Michigan in 1973. After 
posting bond, pending appeal of 
this conviction, Bailey slipped 
out of town, surfacing only this 
year as a Rhode Island Assembly. 
Member. 
MAYER'S 
. . . 
that "the AAUP has never approved of allowing (ZNS) Former Black Panther 
students to vote on personnel decisions, though it Party leader Eldridge Cleaver is 
too has affirmed the necessity of serious reportedly becoming iricreasing-
consideration of student· evaluation of faculty." , ly dependent on small group of 
Thememorandum concludes with an invitation to "right wing" millionaired to . 
President WHalen to join the AA UP "in a proposal provide funds for his legal 
to the Ithaca College Faculty Council that no defense in the upcoming trial. 
students be given the power to vote on tenure Cleaver is currently free on 
decisions. The criticism of the Evaluation Team bail prior to stand,ing trial on 
would seem to require the College to take such charges stemming from a 1968 
action, and the established policies of the AAUP shootout with police in Oakland. 
confirm the wisdom of acceding to this criticism." The New York Times magazine 
Statements such as these are insulting to the is reporting that one of Cleaver's 
many fine· students who have participated on I principal backers is conservative 
personnel decisions as. student representatives. I Philadelphia millionaire Arthur 
THe visiting team report states that student Demoss, who posted $100,000 
participatfon causes "innumerable difficulties," yet bail for Cleaver, and who is 
fails to point to any specifics. It is more than likely I meeting many of Cleaver's per-
that they were unable to find any, and rushed to sonal, legal and family expenses. 
judgement without conducting an-adequate invest- . Other well-known backers of 
igation. The burden of proof rests with the Cleaver are former ambassador 
administration and AAUP in this matter, and until . to the United Nations, Daniel 
they can find some facts to support their argument , Patrick Moynihan, and like 
it would be unfair of them to·try and take away I Cleaver, "born again" Christia1_1s, 
student voting rights. ' Pat Boone and former Nixon 
The majority of the members of this Executive aide, Charles Colson. 
Board have served as student representatives in 
. their department, and have seen many successful 
personnel decisions on which they have voted. The 
current threat to student representation will not be 
taken lightly, and the administration can rest 
assured that any attempt to interfere with it will be 
met with fierce resistance. 
All students who are concerned with this ' 
potential violation of tlieir rights are encouraged to 
contact the Executive Board in the Student 
Government office on the third floor of the Union ALL nHACA 1s ·- ,c<.:O-~ 
11 274 3377 ( 3377) d k 
' CLIMBING ABOARU ., • 1'~..':l..-,1 
or ca - : x an as for John Nader,· FOR THE JOYRIDE 
Rob Taub, Bruce Holcomb, John Giordano, or Mark : 21 oF THEIR LIFE: _ 
E t 
I I\IITEL Y AT 7 00 1$ 9 Joi t • 
ngs rom. . - ' SAT-~UN MAT. ,_ju 
Bell And 198 4 l_)lf)J~U½/_;lii=\¥fai:1)) 
(ZNS) George Orwell's classic 
novel 1984 is now being used by 
the Bell System to push worker 
prod ucitivity. 
The Ohio Bell· Company has 
produced its own film, titled 
"What Killed the· Bell System," 
of a simulated T.V. newscast in 
the year 1984. The simulated 
newscast depicts the mighty 
Telephone Company going broke 
with Congress on the verge of -
nationalizing a:11 of A.T.&T .. 
. SMOKE SHOP-
Foot Of Aurora Street Hilt 
All Smok~r's Supplies 
.Paperbot4nd Books 
Magazin~s 
Newspapers· 
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Students 
and 
Tenure 
ln a memo dated January 19, the American 
Association of University Professors, the union 
representing faculty on the I.C. campus, proposed 
to its members that they support a motion before . 
the Faculty Council that would eliminate student 
voting rights in tenure decisions. 
This, The Ithacan foels, would be a major 
mistakf', if passed. Although the transiency of 
• students is a very real factor, we are also, in the 
~ame light. an academic institution whose business 
is the educating of the employers (i.e. students). 
As in any business. the employer should have a big 
say. True, students in an institution are not wholly 
l .~uivalent tc an employer in the sense that 
ownen,hip in the lattl'r is usually stable (and 
students are transient). 
lt is insulting however that the AAUP would 
call the practice of student voting in tenure 
decisions "inconsistent". Without said student 
input and control, bure_aucracies would be 
estahlished among colleagues ·on the same 
wavelC"nJ,rt.h regardless of ability in relating 
academic knowledge. Perhaps this exists already 
in some de~artments at Ithaca College? 
The proposed AAUP motion should be voted 
down,,to preserve student'rights. Whether it will 
rt•main to be seen. The Ithacan is hoping for a 
negative reaction. 
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Films Committee 
To The Editor: 
As of three years ago, ·when 
the film committee instituted its 
policy of running films that the 
college community choose to see, 
th~y have always exhausted 
their budget long before the year 
was over. Last yeJJ.r for example, 
the committee ran out Qf money 
in the beginning of February. 
Fortunately for the films com-
mittee, the speakers committee 
of S.A.B. had a substantial 
surplus of money which they wee 
not personally planning to use. 
So that money was transferred 
to the film budget and the films 
continued, the community none 
the wiser to their financial 
difficulties.(Even with this fi-
nancial lift, the committee still 
had a $600 deficit at the end of 
the year.) This year however, 
there is no S.A.B. surpluses to 
cover the film committee. As a 
result there are n"o · films on 
campus this semester. . 
Films Committee. Those 58 
volunteers were mighty willing 
to reap the benefits· of being on 
the committee; that is, to see all 
the movies for free. However, as 
·soon as those volunteers were 
asked to do some campusfootwork 
(advertising), most or-them sud-
denly had term papers to write. 
I have anticipated since Sept-
ember that the committee would 
spend all its funds, it was just a As far as there being no 
advertising in the Garden Apts. 
or Terraces, it is apparent that-
Ms. '"Barnett "didn't spend much 
time this academic year in either 
o( these places. 
question ·or when. _ . 
If the college community 
wants to be guaranteed that they 
will always be able to "enjoy top 
rate movies such as Tommy and 
Love and Death"(Ithaca Vol. 
15/No. 15, 1/20/77) next year, 
then I suggest that they be given 
twice as much monev nP.xt.vear. 
. - I- . 
RenanRieur 
S.A.B.'Film Committee 
Chairperson I agree with Ms. Barnett, 58 
people did volunteer to work on 
( Your Space ....... J 
This space will be resen,ed, each week for are limited to no more that two typed, 
'Your Space' ... a chance for you to say something driuble-spaced pages, and must be submitted by 4 
any way you would like to say it. . Almost. No pm 'n.J,esday preceding Thursday publication. This 
obscenities, please, and the article must be of space will be made available as often as there are 
interest to the general Colkge community. F;ssays comments. -
It's Not Going To 
Get Any Warmer! 
By William McClunt, Religion 78 
The wind bangs about the campus. Exposed 
skin numbs quickly. The air is raw, icy cold, and 
burns the throat as you breathe it in, and out ... in, 
and out. The sidewalks are slippery. Ooops, there 
goes a student! Bet that fall made him see stars, 
you think as you semi-consciously rub your own 
behind. The sun shin{ls in a mosaic pattern through 
heavy leaden clouds, causing temporary snow--
blindness to students as they slip and slide between 
buildings. The North Wind is the supreme tyrant. 
His edicts he delivers in bone-chilling gusts of 
freezing wind. Oh to be warm again! 
' But has this Arctic cold caused your conscious-
ness to go into hibernation'.? Because you are cold, 
do you have the right to super-heated buildings? 
Do you have the right to waste heat? What is 
winter going to be like when the oil and gas 
supplies haveto be rationed? What is it going to be 
like when you can only heat yo·ur dorm one or'two 
days out of· the week and never at mght-time 
because Ithaca College has to share its fuel 
allotment with fast Hill? And they are bigger than 
us !md thus require more heat! If you are cold now, 
just wait! . Even two to three pairs of 
thermaLunderwear is not going to be enough! 
Wake up Ithaca College! The con!.i!rvation of 
heat is very important. Get the thermostats in 
your dorms turned down to 66-64 degrees. That is 
plenty warm enough·, believe me. And if you are' 
still cold, put on a sweater. lnves9gate the college 
heating system. Find out how the college is heated 
and what· can be done to increase the system's 
efficiency. Get the college to spend the time and 
the money to do it now! It is not going to 'be any 
cheaper in the future. 
Look into the possibility of using solar heat. Ithaca 
College could become an experimental laboratory 
for solar heating. A _solar heating system might be 
·adapted into the roofs of the Union, Mueller 
Faculty building, and various quad-dorms. These 
same bµildings might be adapted to a solar-power-
ed electrical sy~tem that could -be used as a 
supplemental power source to existing facility. 
How about wind generators? A couple of wind 
turbines up by· the radio tower might be used as 
supplementary power for the Terraces. Or, they 
could be tied into the existing system as a 
storage-back-up system for future emergencies. 
. Begin to set up committees composed of 
students, faculty, and administratiors to investi-
gate,, secure grants, plans, and equipment for 
these projects. Ask the people at Maintainence to 
train groups of students in building and maintain-
ing these systems. Give the students work-study 
credit or cash-rebates toward their tuition if they 
participate. 
Winters are not going to get an;y warmer. And 
fuel 1s not going to get any cheaper! Start planning 
alternate -heating and power sources, today. · 
Tomorrow promises to be even colder! 
Establish Real Goals 
By Marian C. Keller, Psychology 79 
One of thl most puzzling que;tions · posed by · what's wrong with you be it fat, skinny, -or just 
mankind throughout the centuries, has been, who plain ugly, concentrate on what you do have to 
am I, and what can I do as a single individual within offer the world. Youth and beauty should be an 
our society'? Here is a theoretical list of guidelines inner philosophy that glows outward, and makes 
which I proposed, in the hopes of becoming a totally you something special in the eyes of peers, dates 
· unique individual. and those you will meet. . 
Establish real goals - Don't change yourself Learn to laugh - Even when the joke ·rs on you, 
because you want to be morelJopular or fit in with enjoy.it. Instead of keeping a stiff upper lip, see 
everybody else. You must ~eep a sense of your the humor of the situation. Don't moon about how 
own identity and work in that direction. If you are hard you've tried to improve· yourself. (No one 
Carol Burnett in spirit, why try to be Racquel likes a martyr). See the lighter side of you, and 
.Welch in body'? The same goes for the men too; If you'll be · able to_ utilize it to. your greatest 
you·rre Clint Eastwood in looks, then why try to be capacities. 
Geprge Burns in personality. · Go beyond mere . Stretch your mind - While it's healthy to spend 
physical approaches. If you men love_ to cook, time ·shaping and improving yourself, learn how to 
establish a reputation as the best cook in your be more than a pretty face or-a handsome body. 
crowd. And for you women, if you happen to have . Stay on top of current e','.ents., best .,elJers, music, ' 
a good head for stocks· and bonds, why hide it.· and politics. Even if you'd like, spend some time 
behind an image of, "I can't even balance my enjoying the splendor of the woods. I'm sure you'll 
checkbook?" / find it most exhilarating. Socially, all of- those 
. There are various ways·of deyeloping a feeling, things will give yoµ'an edge; and will set the stage 
of self-worth and self-esteem. You should always for relationi,hips in which your mind is as important 
play up the pos!tive. ·Instead of think.ing about as your.appearance. . . 
s l.'. II' 
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By Robert Taub recieve a 250 dollar tuition increase. Please reading on my own. 
elaborate on this. Student # 2: Well whats your Grade point 
Physical Plant workers are cleaning up seven 
day old snow. A Business Profe~or is 
reprimanded for using "bad" language. Th~ 
Adminstration is "looking at" different aspects of 
the school but they won't tell anyone what they 
see. Questions are not being answered, answers 
are not being questioned. Outside of classes and ' 
homework, ther.e seems to be little thought taking 
place; Ithaca College is in a state of vacuity. . 
- Being a semi-i!Jterestecl student I decided to 
try and find out whats happening at LC. 
Transcribed here are. some of my observations. 
A meeting wi~h the President ... 
Student # _I: Mr. President, Please tell us about 
faculty tenure at T.C. · 
President: Too many teachers have it. 
Student #1: Yes, but ... 
President: Next Question. 
Student # 2: SiF, there are rumors that we will ' 
President: As quick on the draw as the President Average? . 
is with candor and full disclosure and let me remind Student # I: It's a 2.8. But thats because I. C. 
you that I also went to College and I know how it is. doesn't motivate me to do well. 
Student #2: Sir, you didn't explain... At the Pub ... 
President: Look kid, who the hell do you think you Student# 27: I've had it with this place. I picked 
are? Where do you get off. asking me this crap up all the pretty girls on campus, out drank 
anyway? eeveryone in th Pub, and beat the football team in a 
Student # 3: This is the budget planning arm wrestle. I've got nothing left to live for. 
committee? Meanwhile .... 
Walt Borton: Yes. Decisions are being made on campus that will 
At registration.:. greatly affect both students and teachers yet there 
Student # 1: This school sucks. It has no is no voice heard from either group. When we get 
academic reputation and no famous teachers. I to the point where both jobs and education are on 
have to transfer to an Ivy League school, LC. is too the line it will be.too late. It's obvious that nothing 
easy. can be done through the existing legislative bodies 
Student # 2: To easy! Have you- ever taken on campus so an alternative route must be found. 
Subjective, Objective, Rejective, Subjectiveness - Exactly what this rout~ is will have to be 
371? determined by the amount of concerned people at 
· Student# I: Na, it's too hard. Besides, the teacher LC. 
won't give A's. I know all that stuff anyway, from 
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BUFFET DINNER DANCE 
SPONSORED BY I.Cm SAB-& SENIOR CLASS 
TH~RS. FEB. 10, 1977 AT NITE COURT 
OPEN BARm:m10PM~12AM 
. . 
HOT&COLD BUFFET MUSIC a·y COCA ~AFE 
. 
LIMITED .SEATING iflCKEifS £RE $Sa@@ 
DOOR PRIZES 
., 
ENTIRE 1.C. COMMUNITY INVITED 
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m.m•••• Dancem.akers 
sPOWGil'f Perform t' 
:nGhmne Shelte, Friday ;ro1121
1Amhegaokar'8 ~ijL 
12:00 pm ' 
Mick Jagger and the &l!IIID 
Stones tour the U.S. in 196f.._- '-'M '' The' story is hig:hlighted by the ~ 088 
free concert in California in 
which Hell's Angels became 
police and fans are killed .• 
The Ithaca Dancemakerswill . 
Roots sunday Jan. 30 9:00 pm 9 mount a full evening's piece by 
16 34 36 Saga M. Ambegaokar at the 
Set during reconstruction Killingham center, Main Theat· 
· the conclusion of Roots deals er, on th!cl Ithaca College Campus 
with newly freed slaves that on Jan. 28, and 29, Friday and 
aren't really free. Ben Vereen, Saturday, at 8:15 p.m. This 
Burl Ives, and Lloyd Bridges are piece, called "Moss'', has been 
in this one. It should be a choreographed during Ms. Am-
powerful conclusion. begaokar's 1976 CAPS (Creative 
Artists Public Service Program) 
The American Music Awards · fellowship year. The production 
Monday Jan. 31 9:00 pm 9 16 34 is co-sponsored by the Ithaca 
36 · College Theatre Arts Dept., and 
This copy of the Grammy's is the New York State Council for 
supposed to reflect the -peoples the Arts. 
choice of the best musical per- Ms. Ambegaokar is bringing 
formers. A little, but not much with her five guest artists from 
better than the other award New York City, where she is 
shows. Glen Campbell and Helen living currently with her family 
Reddy are the hosts, so what can during her husband's sabbatical 
you exl?ect? ___ _ __ _ year. Kristin Droudt is familiar 
to Ithaca audiences having -
taught at Cornell, and danced 
with the Dancemakers and Ms. 
Ambegaokar before. She holds a 
Masters Degree in Dance from 
the Ohio State University, and 
most recently danced with the 
FIRST 
ASSEMBl-Y 
OFGOD 
Twyla Tharp Company. Ken-
neth Fischer is teaching at 
Marymount College in Manhat-
tan, and dances-with the Aleni-, 
koff Dance Theater. Tony Moves", and should please the 
Ndogo, born in Barbados, has young in the audience. In fact, 
performed in the West Indies the piece has to do with the 
and the U.S. with such compan- young. It is fast moving, free, 
ies as the Barbados Dance Co., and at the same time difficult-, 
Sun Movement, Eleo Pom*8- reminiscent of som·e sport activ-
Dance Co., and the Ro~o Da~'ce ity, and always human relations. p;111nO and 
Co. He holds a scholarsfiip....with Competition enters, and with it "-"' 
the Alvin Ailey School. Clifford fear as well as exhilaration. The · D • 
Shulman has a B.F.A. from choreographer would like to .Jr. erCUSS10'111l, 
Boston Concervatory, ,and has dedicate the dance to Lasse 
danced with Togunaga Dance Vir~n. an Olympic gold metal g;.n. MerP"e 
Co., Mary Anthony Dance The- winning runner, _and a fellow-- Q..1/ e 
ater, and the Boston Dance Finn, who has won twice, with 
Theater. The lighting designer four years between the events, An unusual program of music 
will be Bill Owen, who also has both the 10.000 meter; and the for two pianos and percussion 
worked x ith Ms. Ambegaokar 5000 meter track events. will be given in Ithaca College's 
successfully before. He is Walter Ford Hall Sunday even-
presently with the Perry Street Tickets are $3.00 . and $2.00 ing (Jan. 30) at 8:15 p.m. The 
Theater in New York. (children 1/2 price) - public is welcome to hear the 
The sound for the perform· Reservations: Egbert , Union performance by pianists Ann 
ance is different from the usual~ Ticket Office 27 4-3224' or in prson Silsbee and Trudy Borden and 
at least for this choreographer. from Nip-penose, DeWitt Mall percussionists William Youhass 
It will be excerpts from Elton and Dexter Dwight. 
John's latest album called "Blue Of the two compositions to be 
S20 W. Seneca St. · C L' :-t. 
•. ::.:~·~:~:
1
~::m·:t ~ assette . omes to i., e played, Bela Bartok's Music for Two Pianos and Percussion, written in 1937, is the older and better known. George Crumbs Music for a Summer Evening 
(Makrokosmos : ill) was com-
posed in 1974, partly to have 
another major work· featuring 
the same uncommen combination 
of musicians. The two form a 
contrasting pair: the Bartok 
with pulsing motor energy, the 
Crumb poetic, with many delic-
ate and unusual effects, such as 
plucked piano strings, . bowed 
percussion instruments, Tibetan 
prayer stones, mbira (thumb 
piano) and occasional whistling. 
JOHN BASSETTE started out as a folksinger, success. Something happens that ts l'iiii'<f'to explain 
Flae Pole 9:30 AM collecting authentic material from various sources, when BASSETI'E is with his audience. He· does 
the major source being records of contemporary not perform for them as mqch as he works with.the. 
folk artists of the fifties and sixties. After college, A performer of immense vitality, he gets his 
he began to perform professionally in coffeehouses audience involved in what he is doing. People who 
and colleges throughout the Southeast. as a ~neral rul~ never f!ing find themsel_ves singing 
Sundays 
SUVJas 
~unday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Evenin9 Service 7 p.m. 
/Jo You Knou· 
(,'/, rjsf,.Or- Just 
Alwut Him? 
It was as the folk BOOM began to wane that he with him. The concert hall becomes a comfortable 
started to write his own material. While building a living room. • The audience talks to· him. He 
reputation as a songwriter/singer, JOHN-BAS- interacts with them. 
SETTE has found time to have been a professional TINKERTOO has recorded much of JOHN 
actor, a Christmas postal employee, free lance BASSETTEE's material and the recordings have 
, magazine writer, and has managed to log qQite a bit received favorable resoponse. Bu~ it is live SOLO 
of time on local TV and radio. The most significant performance that he seems to stand out-. IT is for 
achienvement in the latter category is a half hour this· reason tha there will soon be a live concert 
special concert entitled 'THIS TIME AROUND'. album available on TINKERTOO. 
The National Broadcasting Service featured this Experience this warm interaction with JOHN 
presentation nationwide. BASSETTE; most often it is an experience of joy. 
. LIVE PERFORMANCE, however, is where JOHN BASSETI'E will be playing at.the I. Union 
JOHN BASSE'J.'TE has had his most brilfu;1nt· Crossroads Fri., Jan. 28 9-12 p.m. Free Admission. 
Ann Silsbee, composer and 
pianist, has been heard frequent-
ly in Ithaca and elsewhere in solo 
and chamber music concerts. 
Formerly a lecturer, in music 
theory at Cornell, she is current-
y completing lier doctoral work 
t the university. Pianist Trudy 
rden received her undergrad-
The Office Of Campus Activities 
I?resen ts a Film Series 
ate and ·master's degrees from 
he Eastman School of Music. 
he has taught at Eastman, the 
ew England Conservatory, in 
ermany and other locations, 
nd she now teaches privately in 
thaca. She has performed as 
rchestral soloist in western Every lFriday And Saturday ·Night 
At 7 & 9:30 P.M. Iln 'f-102 
"BSOLUTEL Y. lFREE 
Th~s Friday and Saturday 
JANUARY ·28 & 29 
Ham, Nilsson·s 
ew York and as a recitalist and 
hamber musician locally, in the 
w~i estern part of the state and in 
.~-~ ew _York City. 
···: '· William Y 01:1hass, percuaaiori 
t,. rofessor at Ithaca College, was 
~;;. "ta: ormerlr a ti·npanist with the 
~ ·· .,, emph1s Symphony and teacher 
,- _ ::l:i -~- • f pe~cussion at ~he Univer~ity of 
.-., ·-' · .. _ llinoIS, MemphIS State Umvers-
. _ . - ·ty and SUNY Oswego. He has 
\ .. · erformed as a r.ecitalist and in 
· •hamber music groups through-
out the United - States and 
. Canada. Youhass, ·who has No Place to "Bake? recorded for Columbia and Cap-
T.ry an 10e ·C'"n"'"" CaL-e.' ra, has ha~ several compositions J J JI r ~• r • N published ,by M.M. Cole. He is 
also engaged in building marim-376 Elmira Rd- . open 11-10 bas. Dexter Dwight, a sopho-
273-2310· a'OM'd·· •. Daily ,more,intheSchoolofMusic,.has 
· . · . l!RIAM _ studied percussion at the Sarato-
R _ ga Summer Festival and plays 
• , with the Cooperstown Summer 
. ,e ,·u"!'" ~ eo "'""'', ,, ,. • . · Opera Company orchestra." He is fGTHE POINT'9 
-{~ ··~...::"?;"";7~·. r~..r~- ~ ,'·?- ",,' ~:·· ' 
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A torrent of records has been loosed during the give his students practical experience. l''rom this 
pre- and post-holiday period, and a plethora of nightclub circuit OJT, the group went on to become 
material now dots the musical landscape. one of the premiere aggregations of the past few 
As the Biblical proverb and the latter-day song years. 
put it, "For everything there is a season." This is It is obvious at the outset that disco is in the 
true in fiscal matters, farming and record buting. hands of highly-trained, well-schooled performers 
The season now is for buting. But let's not forget versed in R&B, jazz and other pop mediums. A lot 
the Roman maxim (while we're into quoting)--"Let of disco is studio packaged, over-engineered tripe, 
the buyer beware." but the Blackbyrds give it variety and style. 
QUEEN"A Day at the Races" (Elektra 6E-101)-this Despite that locked-in disco beat, the group 
British glitter group should claim its share of a··· interlaces some interesting instrtmentation and 
rewurgent rock market with a primo release, which effects around it. The cuts have more of an 
should pick up a lot of new followers for them. It improvisational tone than most disco. The band is 
may mark the big commercial breakthrough on the instrument oriented; singing and lyrics are not 
heels of their strong first album. their strong suit. Occasionally the vocalizing 
Not only is Queen able to fuse that dry British borders on the inane, the words on some tunes 
satirical wit into their work, but they also know coming periously close to high school advanced-
when to take themselves seriously and when not to. position levels. But let's face it, nobody writning 
Humor and parody are ingredients in a collection of disco· music today is a frontrunner for a Pulitzerr 
songs that run far afield of the old standby Prize for ooetrv. Motion is the medium here. 
love-song barbershop love-song parody. V AI<IOUS ARTISTS "All '-rhis and World W arII" 
Another tricky bit is to include a number of (~0th Century ~522)--True Beatles believers will 
introductions which almost stand alone and have flip ~ut over. this double album featuring an ample 
little to do with the song itself. This is not pushed serym'=! of Lenn?~ and McCartney evergreens. The 
to the point of distraction but is used most album is t~e or1gmal_ sound track for the movie of 
effectively. Lyrics are intelligent and quotable. the same title. Backmg actual newsreel footage of 
"Somebody to Love" is already surging up the the ":'ar, so~e 28 songs span a long and fertile 
, <1 '.);i ~· iTJi.;' l~NJmibai-f ~~Ji 9'Fr page 7 g·,w,cs~tu 
WEEKLY SCHEDULE Feb, 1, Feb. 2, Feb3 
7:45PM NEWS SCENE Local, National and 
International News 
8:00 FREEZE FRAME Student Films 
8:30PM KEEP THE CUSTOMER SATISFIED 
Consumer oriented 
9:00PM A LOOK AT TOMPKINS COUNTY 
JAIL . 
10:00PM ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE Interviews 
10:30PM NEWS SCENE 
This program will only be played Tuesday and 
Thursday 
WEDNESDAY FEB%, L&FIII only 
8:30PM WOMEN REDEFINED 
10:00PM ED COMM PRESENTS ... 
ACADEMIC WORLD 
clip and save clip and s.ave clip and· save 
· Raymar Incorporated 
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· · Fast Service! 277 ~4444 
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charts and features good choir harmoniqing. creative period of the Liverpool lads. It 
"Drowse"' is an offbeat piece about the trauma of demonstrates the versatility and adaptability of the --------------------------
B ti . I ~ ;/:' . .., .-;Jt; '? middle age and the feeling that life has passed one e~ es music. nterpretation~ and rendidtions of * ~ ~
by. I found "White Man", suggestive of the their songs are done by such diverse performers as 
innocent noble savage image in looking at the plight Elton J~hn, Rod Stewart, Frankie Lane, Henry flJ. Ju 
of the American Iridian, to b~ a little strained. But ~l'O~S, T~na Turner and Leo Sayer. Sayer does an '1..,,tlUhll ,,,ee 
in total this album is a fine effort. If you are into. mspi.red Job on "Let it Be", and Stewart and ELO's 7 
this type of rock, Queen would be a good way to Jef! Lyn~e are exceptional on "Get Back" and AMERICAN & CHINESE REST ALJRANT 
start off this year's record buting. "With a Little Help from My Friends", respective- • COCKTAILS 
THE BLACKBYRDS "Unfinished Business'' (Fan- ly. • ORDERS TO TAKE OUT 
tasy F-9518)--If, like most of the civilized world, . Purists will argue that the Beatles are the best 
you're into disco you might as well go with some of mterpretors of t~eir _own music, but I think their 
the better practitioners or the sound. Formed by memorable so~gs gai? new vibrance and vitality 
Donald Byrd (he is not with the group), founder of through s~ch c1~ematic and recording marriages. 
the School of Jazz Studies at Howard University, Some rabid ?1usic types take the position that the 
T_he B)ackbyrds is the outgrowth of his efforts to ~eatl.es music had nearly as great a global impact 
The Bach Turnaround 
"The Intimate P.D.Q. Bach," an off-beat musical 
spoof of the works of Johann Sebastian Bach, will 
be sponsored at Cornell University by the 
University Unions Program Board. Professor 
Peter Schickele, the star of the show, is now on the 
faculty of the University of Southern North Dakota 
at Hoople. He formerly taught at both Swarthmore 
College and the Julliard School of Music. · 
"P.D.Q. Bach" is a self-contained program of 
music, words, and slides guaranteed to tell 
audiences more about P.D.Q. Bach than they care 
to know. It has been a hit on campuses across the 
country, and has been performed annually at 
A very Fisher Hall iri New York City. Schickele 
Solos on piano, left-handed sewer flm.e, and the 
Oscar Meyer Wiener Whistle, among other things. 
-The performance will be held at Bailey Hall 
onFriday, February 4, 1977 at 8:15 p.m. Reserved 
seats are available for $4, $5, and $6. at Willard 
Straig1.t Hall, Egbert Union, and McBooks .. 
/ Bring a Touch of the Tropics 
to Your Home ... 
FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS 
TERRARIUMS and SAND GARDENS 
"SUNFLOWER" POTIERY 
HANGING BASKETS 
deliverie~ in lthac:a 
154 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
-THE 
PLANTATION 
.TLeLlVER: 
TAVERN 
a 
299CAS1S 
COLDBIIR 
............. 
*Groceries • Kegs 
Party Supplies • Ice. 
UNmDCIOAII 
122 N. Auror-a St. 
Open Daily till 1~ p.m. 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA, N. Y. 14850 
TEL. (607) 273-1234 
11"\I. 111 Ill h. IIH I \\11'1 -..\I \Id. 1111,111 11 IC\"' Ill f lllllll". Jo\ Ito \It 
A~jATAC 
GAftDEH 
[Rt~TAtmANT] 
Chinese -A.merican Food 
114 W. State Street 
-m ~'jlula@H\Sfa 
El 
I is now offering Sunday through Thursday evenings a Supper Menu ff~ a' /ail 1.50 B {!}ni,o,n ffou/t ~' <f5~qu,z,e 1. 7.'i 
m Vif e4u: f/l,a,,p.e f/l,Mn~ • 7.'i 
W 'ffwnie ~ ~ ,o/ouk -1:2s 
El fr.,"~~~ ,OJJ~,e ~ Ma 4,(1() 
I 
r. ~ do~ 8,()() 
~ {(hn~: Jllaua 2.75 
~ (<m«m) ,'I. fJf/ 
'ff~ .'J.00 
El ·~ (/1/mna,/o w 'lJa-~6'c) ,'J,2,'i 
' 'ff luPm/ufJ~ (,Al uMt/w<;m) ,'J. 2.1 
m ~ WuyW{>: 'ffliuoe :1.00 
'"" Pfi-'UeUd 2. 7.'i 
I .Alie/ (,'Jt'~ W :~uUM) ,1.or1 //ljuxialite :- /Jlouf/11,e .' aux ,o/u,,,mar;eo (/u;ta <iewx) 8. r1r1 flleooe1lo: .Cfouf!l(,e' au <fiitum. (/wa,-a <kux) N.fm · ~ .A{.~ 1.7S 
a P/1~ 1. oo 
m 'ff 1eem.e 'ff aM.Mne.l . 7.'i 
El 'ff a,fo ',Y-lte:,(Jlanh.r, .SO Wr.u.afo de 1/,",n M ~JU-fr' ou ,-'J.ibn,r .J. r1r1 
Rest Drinks AnJ"Where L' Auberge d~ Cochon Rouge I ,'¥]~ ,/Yo(«ff>,aU 7,.,;() Great Steaks & Seafood . . . Restaurant Francais 
·w arm,Friendly Aimosphere . . · t r:2 Th D h. R d I h 
Sing.-a-1.,onti Fritlnv&.'t<tturdav 9::HJ Open m i-, e an y oa t _ aca 273-34641 
fll)~):
1 
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CROSS COUNTRY 
SKIIS! 
SALES-SERVICE-RENTALS 
Packages from $75 
(the big wheel ) 
:IL,:·•, ' ,, ; , • • • , ,, ." _..,,r 
in Collegelown 
107 Dryden Road (between College Ave. & Eddy St.) 273-2341 
... 
10% OFF WITH 
THIS COUPON 
AT 
the big wh@cD 
-t\\"E WATER/'~ 
0~ 102 Willow AvenueOJ\,'.).. 277-0800 ..,,, 
Ithaca's Finest Niqhtclub 
open every day 3pm-:-lam 
WEDD ·SINGLES NIGHT 
·MOST DRINKS 75¢BEER 50¢ · 
HAPPY 
HOUR 
EVER·Y 
DAY 
3:0(l-1:00 
naavf! faANDS 'lrUESDA y tiHRUJ $UNDA w 
This week: "Butch Skeene & Pleasure" 
* NEVER A COVER CHARGE!* 
now taking reservations for special parties 
. . 
TB.· Es· -~~/--B· · . . ,, . -- . . . ·a·. . . 
MOVIE 
·PROBLEM·g 
PartTwo 
by Jay Bobbin 
In the January_20 article on the troubles that 
befell the Student Activities Board Film Commit-
tee, several factors were cited as causes of those 
troubles. However, I feel that one of the most 
important problems was overlooked ... the simple 
fact that some films of very limited appeal were 
rented at relatively high prices. Whereas Three 
Daye of the Condor and Shampoo (two of last 
semester's attractions which had rather good 
attendance) have general appeal, particularly on a 
college campus, other movies along the lines of 
Breakout and Part 2--Walkiog Tall are. best left 
playing at drive-ins out in the Ozarks. This was a 
serious oversight by the Committee in analyzing 
the LC. audience. 
Traditionally, the Thursday/Friday S.A.B. 
features were slightly older and less expensive 
than the Saturday/Sunday attractions. Well, a 
Thurs./Fri. offering entitled Bard Times (a 
Charles Bronson boxing film) cost $300 to rent, 
whereas most other films chosen for that time 
period had rental rates of approximately $100-$150. 
(Hard Times, ~ 1975 film, was not exactly a 
boxoffice blockbuster for S.A.B.) Simply because a 
.. movie is of recent vintage does not guarantee an 
audience for it; there is much more to consider. 
To give another viewpoint on one of the other 
issues raised, the facilities in T-102 weren't all that 
much of a hassle as the fall semester went along. 
I'll admit that it seemed as if we were treated to a 
Chinese-dubbed print of Three Days' of the Condo~, 
but by the time Love and Death r~ed around m 
December, the _projection and ~ound quality were 
immensely improved. 
The reason that the Office of Campus Activities 
is able to offer its current weekend series for free is 
because the films being shown are relatively 
inexpensive. Also, O.C.A. has a certain amount of 
money allocated to spend on the rentals, so it 
doesn't really have to recoup its investment 
through an admission fee. The less money you 
spend on each film, the more you have available to 
spend on other fillms. Simple, eh? Since the 
current films are running only on friday and 
Saturday evenings, this makes the rental less than 
it would have been for a Thursday-through-Sunday 
run. This might have been an alternative for the 
S.A.B. Film Committee when it became evident 
that trouble was "a-brewin." 
To sum up, I'd like to rephrase Ms. Marcia 
Barnett's comment that "People just don't want to 
go to a movie they can't hear or see." Let's put it a 
bit more accurately: people just don't want to go to 
a movie they don't want to hear or see. 
• ' .. •,.i_ , ... ..,., 
Enjoy Sprjn·g. Vacation· in 
Jet tour includesDDD 
~" ROUND TRIP JET FLIGHT TO DAYTONA BEACH. 
* COMPLIMENTARY MEALS AND BEVERAGES INFLIGHT. 
0 ACCOMMODATIONS FOR EIGHT DAYS, SEVEN NIGHTS AT ,HE SUMMIT BEACH MO'!'S~ 
LOCATED DIRECTLY ON THE BEACH IN THE CENTER OF THE ACTION. FEATURES · 
INCLUDE AIR CONDITIONED ROOMS WITH P~TVATE BATH AND SHOWER, . COLOR T. V. ·, 
MAH' SERVICE, SWIMMING .POOL,' RESTAURANT AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT. 
MARCH 5-12 
DEADLINE:· 
FEB. ·12 
0 ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE: FREE ADMISSION NIGHTLY TO LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT 
THE "SAFARI PATIO", "HOLE" AND "WRECK BAR". PLUS FREE BEER FOR ONE" 
. HOUR EVERY NIGHT! (OVER $25.00 VALUE) --
• TWO "HOT DOG" ROASTS. 
* TRANSFERS AND BAGGAGE BETWEEN THE AIRPORT AND MOTEL. 
* SERVICES OF THE BEACHCOMBER TOUR STAFF. 
* OPTIONAL: DISNEY WORLD TOUR• KITCHENETTES, DEEP SEA F'ISHING A!ID MORE! 
DON'T P!i-OCRASTINATE 
LIMITED SPACE.AVAILABLE 
$219.00 po,,.no• 
'50 D • · Ouad. 0cc. ep08Jt +IO'lt, Gralu/1/oa. Tu & Sorvlco 
CONTACT: CINDY PARSONS OR KAREN EATON 
273-9886 
x762 
(·, .. 
-- ~ -~ 
··-······ 
i 
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Action· From 
IBillm1rd§ 
'1I' o uirn ey 
Semi-finals 
last Tuesday 
photos 
by Frank Sellers 
. Horoscopes, 
For The Week of Jan. 23·29 
By CONS, Gina 
Copley News Service 
·ARIES: (March 21 to April 19) · 
A burden could be lifted now. 
Finances should improve and 
money problems are solvable. 
Make out :your annual budget and 
resolve to stick with it. Follow the 
conservative path economicaily. 
Don't borrow, or overextend your 
credit. 
TAURUS: (Apri120toMay20) · 
Concentrate on work and career 
areas. Intersperse working 
periods with times for relaxation. 
Business matters may not 
pl"Qceed as quickly as you'd like ·-
have patience and know .the 
results w\_ll be positive. 
GEMINI: (May 21 to June 21) ·· 
Extend yourself in cooperative, 
· ·,·'teamwork. ways at work. 
Business and career will make 
forward strides this way. 
Opportunities are around you so 
be alert. Be cautious in romance 
and realistic with money. 
CANCER: (June 22to July 22) · 
Develop a. new concept that is 
firmly based on past experience. 
Don't demand the "whole pie" 1n 
career matters -· compromise 
with good grace. Resist showing 
temper or impatience with mate. 
Be calm and logical. 
LIBRA: (Sept. 23 to Oct%%) •• 
Many Librans could-get news of a 
raise ·tn pay. Pay attention to 
health matters and have a 
physical check-up if it is due. A 
trip you may want to take may 
not be possible for awhile yet. 
Spend the time planning it. 
SCORPIO: (Oct. 23to Nov. 21} · 
Make contact with people who 
are more fun-loving and im-
pulsive than you -- broaden your 
perspectives. Put some joy in 
your life. Extend yourself to 
others who need help or a 
significant cause you believe in. 
SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22 to 
Dec. 21) 
You may be asked to perform 
many tasks which there is honor 
attached. Be selective so as not to 
ov~rextend your energy output. 
New philosophies co~!d at~r:,~ct _ 
you now -- . read about them and 
learn. 
~APRICORN: ( Dec. 22 to Jan 
19) 
A happy week when sharing your 
life with a loved one forms a firm 
base for all problem.solving. 
Take as much, time as pc,ssible 
for pleasures together. Career 
matters prosper and you' re 
heading for a raise. 
AQUARIUS: (Jan 20 to Feb. 
18) 
The work environment appears 
LEO: (July 23 to Aug. 22 .. somewhat chaotic with rumors 
Take time out to reflect and running rampant. Don't get 
meditate on the pleasant past. personally involved. Be 
Break out of your normal routine especially loyal to your life-mate 
with little side trips shopping or and don't gossip or talk with 
browsing. Take delays or....__:others about your pr:ivate life. 
restrictions coolly and calmly ·· 
they will pass. Read and study. 
VIRGO: (Aug. 2S to Sept. 22) ·· 
Partner or mate cou!d receive 
upsetting news and need your. 
calming influence. Resist 
ct-ltically imposing your opinions 
on-others. Be stable and realt8tic. 
Seek out reUable, well-grounded 
people for campanfo!')s. 
PICES: (Feb .• 19to March 20) ·· 
A new position career-wise 
demands a mature, well-
groomed image. The good for-
tune that comes to you now Is 
lasting. Be honest and decisive in 
your dealings with others. A 
favorable opportunity may be 
offered. · 
._,, 
COLLEGETOWN ITHACA. OPEN7 DAYS 
SUN•THURS 7AM~2AM FR & SAT 24 HOURS 
. ' . .:, : ' 
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WE RESOLE SNEAKERS 
fl;.' 
~:l' ~ 
If,-"" 
TIGER 
ED'S 
S01E-ARIUM 
273-2417 
NIKE 
H£AO 
A lemon is one tlung you won't get if you buy a guitar or other fine 
fretted instt'llment from The Guiiar Workshop in downtown Ithaca. Our yca.n 
of experience doing e1etensive repairs on all kinds of guitan, banjos, mando· 
!ins, and other instruments has taught us alot. We know which brands of ins-
truments arc poorly built and which ones will sound good and last n lifetime 
or longer. 
Every single new or used instrument in The Guitar Worbhop goes 
through an extensive process before we consider it ready for sale or trade. We 
carefully inspect each instrument for major flaws .u~h as warped nec:lls, 
uneven fingerboards, weak ncc·,.·body joints or any other problem which 
would make it di!ficult to play or limit its durability. Any new instrument, 
which don't come up to Gut standards are shipped back to the supplier wbere 
they are probably immediately ship~d out to other less di.scrim.inatina atomi. 
We reject any defective used instruments whether they are offered to tis for 
sale ,;,utright or as trade-uis. 
If we accept ,n instrument, it then goes through a thorough set up 
procm ·on our workbench before we offer it for sale. On the average, we 
spend about two holll'll, and sometimes much more, carefully 1.djusting cacb 
instrument. We often h\lve to level, recrown and polish the freu and finger• 
bo~. We then restring the instrument with the best quality string,l 1.11aiablc 
and 1.djust the neck tension rod to the optimum point. The action of every 
instrument is then carefully set for best playability with freedom from strinj :: 
rattles (this ir.cludcs ra.isulg or lowering the bridge saddle ~d arching it to ~ 
confonn with the arch of the fingerboard and trimming the aut slqµ at the 
peghead end of the fingerboard to their proper angle and~~- We also 
and ldjust the tunin8 rnachincs and then reinspect eve,Jbat has 
done. Finally. we play every instrument u the final u:::,;.• ~·~ satis 
with it (and we ue damed fussy!), we put the inmumel\l; lbo11t for sih 
We think you would find ii hard to find any shop that gdbi ' cla trouble 
do !lungs right. :. :,." · 
Belon: you lay out your hard c:amed money f<i·-IISI 1.11suument, 
whether it"s far a gift or for yourself, make it a point to c<lillt to The Cuilllf 
Workshop_. 
Hours: 10-5:30 Tues. thru Sat. 
F,tday nights until 9 PM 
TffE Gl'IITAR WEIRK.SffEJP 
1'he DeWitt Building (comer of Seneca and Cayuga St.} 
Downtown Ithaca 
273-2888 
. ~ .. . . 
.· ~ . 
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Job opportunities in Europe this and some other more qualified ·s ]1,., 
'illmmer ... Work this summer in jobs requiring more specialized By Marcie Gorman I nea11n, 
the forests of Germany, on training. Jr' . 
rnn...i ruction in Austria, on farms The purpose of this program is to Professor Amy Bridges of the 
By Miguel Angel Pagan, n (;ermany, Sweden, and Den- afford the student an opportun- University of Chicago Political 
•nark. in indu'itries in France and ity to get into real living contact Science Department will speak in A number or' thefts have occured in the Art 
dept. building. Among the items stolen have been 
money, art supplies and tools. As a precaution, 
Safety and school officials have reportedly changed 
the locks on doors and cabinets. So what! Any 
individual with some master key can still get away 
with it. 
( ;1·rmany, in hotels in Switzer- with the people and customs of Textor 103 at 8:00 PM on 
l:,nd. Europe. In this way, a concrete Wednesday February 2. The 
\\'pll thNP are these jobs avail- effort can be made to learn topic will be "Women in Monopo-
ahll' as well as jobs in Ireland, !'iomething of the culture of ly Capitalism and the Structure 
1·.nglanrl. France, Italy and Hol- Europe. In return for his or her of Consumption." 
I · rul an' opl•n hy the consent of work, the student will receive his Ms. Bridges has. published 
1 h1· g-0\ nnments of these counl r- or her room and hoard, plus a several articles dealing with As a result of these thefts the atmosphere in the 
art school has been- one of suspicion between 
professors and students. Visiting students meeting 
requirements have the slightest idea of what is 
going on. But to those artists who require the 
time, patience and tools in the cr~ative process are 
now threatened with the dosing of the building . 
If.., to ,\merican university stu- ½agP. Howevl'r, student should women and the economy, parti-
dl'nl.., l'oming to Europl' the next k('1·p in mind that they will he cularly concerning their consum-
,umnwr. working on the European econo- er role. Presently she is on the 
For ~· v(•ral years studenb made my and wages will naturally be editorial board of Politics and 
I IH·ir way acro-.s thP Atlantic '>cal('d accordingly. The working Society and is finishing her 
'hrnugh A.E.S.-Servic(• to take rnndition!-> (hour!'>, safety, regula- doctoral work at the University 
.. , rt in t ht· ad ual lif P of the t.ion..,, ll'gal protection, work of Chicago. 
""JllP ol I hi'',(' ,·ountril'..,. The pnmit-;J will he controlled hy the The lecture is being sponsor- If these thefts are repeated, so will the tense 
vibes continue among.those in the art school. If the 
changing of locks is a precaution perhaps an 
investigation should follow. The idea of the art 
schools relocation could also be considered. The 
top floor o~ the library? The Towers Dinning Club? 
The closet on the third·floor of friends? 
.. ,., .•. ..,.., ol 1 hi!-> pro.Jt·t·t ha!-> caus('d labor mini!->tries of the countries ed by the Ithaca College Politics 
grt·al d('al of 1·111 husiastie involved. Department and is the first of 
:-,tPn·,t and ~upporl both in In mo<,t ra!'ies, the employers the spring series "Studies in 
;,:111·ri1·a ,rnd 1-:-uropP. F,vl'ry havl' reque<,te'd especially for · Marxist Anslysis and Feminist 
.1 1 ·ar. I he prograrn has hel·n i\ nwr1can students. l.lence, they Theory." This is the series third 
,., pan,h·rl t.o include many morl' ar(• particularly interested in the year at the college. 
•· · ,1,lt·nt..., and job-.. Already, ..,t.udcnt and want to make the Upcoming speakers include If the art building is to· close, what other place on 
campus can provide the spaciousness and tranquil 
surroundings needed? The present location of the 
Fine Arjs building and the neighboring shops is 
ideal. But because it is buried under the football 
field it should not be over-looked by sasp and safety 
patrols. 
1r.1ny ..,, ud('nt-. havl' made appli- work a<; intnesting as possible. Professor Nancy Hartsock of 
,·at ,on for ru•xt -;um mer johs, Thl·y are all informed of the Johns Hopkins University and 
.\rrwrican Eurorll'an Student - rnl.Pnl of the program, and will Professor Rosalyn BaxandalLof 
,..;t·n ,,.('Iona non profit basis) i.., h1·lp the 'itudent all thev can in Old Westbul'y. These women 
o\ fNmg I.ht·..,(' fob!-> to student,<, d1·riving the most from his trip to will speak on March 23 and April 
l'or l;t•rm.in.". Scandinavia, Eng- Europ 20, respecti:'ely. 
l.111d,aw,1, ia. SwitzPrland, Fran-
•·t·, Ital). and Spain. Th(' jobs 
con-.ist of forestrv work, child 
l'an· work (femal~-. only), farm 
11·,,rk, hotp) work (limited num-
h,·r availahl<·l con..,truction work. 
l'IPa-.1· write for further informa-
tion and application forms to: 
Aml'rican-European Student -
SPrviec, Rox 34733, Fl 9490 
\'aduz. Lil'chtenstl'in (Europe). 
Projeclt Caillelot 
_(ZNSl :\ Gl·rman Wl'ekly mag- "Om• can only !'>peculate h·ow 
azuw dain1.., I hat the Pentagon !'resident Carter would react to 
ha.., ;1 !->l'rrl'l l'ontingl'ncy plan, ((lul'hl'c'<,ecession). But for years 
rnrl_,. -uanwd "Projl'rt Caml'lot," the Pentagon has maintained a 
1\hJ<'h calls for "an .'\meril'an thil'k fill' labeled 'Project Came-
hlol'karh• of ,iuebcc by land, 'iea lot.· This secret document secs 
and wa!Pr ;;h_ould the province Canada as a 'danger spot' on a 
<'Vl'r .,,.1·1·dt' lrom Canada. par with Africa and Latin 
Tht• mag-azine Der Spiegel J\rm•rica and calls for anAmerican 
artich•, whit·h was republished in blockade of Quehec ... should the 
thl· lJnitl'd States this week by province ever secede." 
Atlas World Press Review, <,avs: 
(ZNS) Are you ready to join 
the "300 Club"'! 
'l'he New York Times reports 
that one of the most exclusive 
cluhs on earth includes a handful 
of usually serious American 
scientists currently stationed at 
the South Pole. 
To join the club, new inductees 
must wait until the temperature 
bat least 100 degrees fahrenheit 
helow zero, then strip completely 
nude and dash 100 yards across 
the ice to a marker designating 
the South Pole and 100 yards 
hack to the scientific hut. 
Anyone who survives the 
entire stunt in the buff is 
welcomed into the "300 Club". 
~ .. SO we FIGUOOD, W~aTTH0 HeGK, WH~ STOP a 600D.1BlN6?11 
The current thefts in the Fine Arts School 
should not interfere the working relationship 
between students and professors. A certain 
relaxed but productive environment should persist 
to insure the continuance of a real art school. 
'Grode inflation' is- over 
B~· ('ampus I>igPst :-.;ews Servil'P 
At least onP kind of inflation ,s 
011 tlw wanP in recent times. 
a I though this fad will not benefit 
111 any--pa rt, 1·u la rly c·olll' ge 
sturlt'nts. The mftation Wl' speak 
of 1s gradl' mflatlon, a gPneral 
trpnfl Of lhl' last ten years or SO 
for average grades given in 
1·01\pge to rise and rise. 
Now it appears that trend is at 
,1n l'nci. 
(;radp inflation was first 
sdentif1cally detel'ted and 
stained for <'Xaminatim:i by Arvo 
I<:. Juola. a researcher at 
M1l'higan State University. He 
rpportl'd in 1974 that grade 
avC'ragC's ros<' hy half a letter 
gradl' hPtw1•ew1960 and 1973, thP 
gn•atest surg-1• OC<'Urring in thp 
latl' S1Xtil'S. 
Sp1•1•1fil'ally. tht> grad<' point 
avl'ragp 1GPA> in the nat1onwidl' 
samph• gather('(! by Juola ros(• 
from 2.:l to around 2.75 hetWl'en 
19r,n anrl 197:l. h<' reported. This 
was l'OnsirlerPd hy many to be 
unpn•,·pctentecl: stuclpnts werp 
,-,1111ply gPlting hettl'r grartes for 
apparPntl~· thP same amount of 
work. HPlll'I' thl' term "grarle 
inflatmn." 
Why lhl' surlcle>n surg<' in 
grarll's'' ThP most like!~· nnsWl'l' 
"<'<'Ill!-> ·to bl' a <·ombination of thr 
"!'ass-Fail" s:,:stpm undPr whil'h 
stucl1•nts 1·m1ld takt' thPir hardl'st 
c·o1u·~p!-,, anrt r·pc'(\IVP a 1nark 
1 sin1pl:..- "iiass" or "fail" I that 
woulrln't b<' usNI in cleh•rmimng 
lhPir <;!'A: ancl lhP fad that 
rluring .thl' Sixties. man~· in-
slrudnrs simply relaXPcl lhPir 
stanclarrts. · 
llowpv~r. it appears lhP 
a1·aclP111il' worm is about to turn 
\\ hilt• "!'ass-Fail" remains on 
Ill<' l'a mpus. ii has for thP most 
pa ,·t hPl'll rt>lt•ga ll'd only to 
sul>.11•1·!;, not rPlaterl to a 1-tudenl's 
ma3or. 81111·p most hare! Cotll'SPS 
,·an hp l'XJH't·l1•d lo b,, founrl in a 
stud1•nt':s major, tlw situation 
hl'r1• i,.. 1111' l'l'\"C'l'SI' oftlw prP\ ious 
01w. Stucf,,nts ha\'f' to 1·pcein' :1 
lt'tl1•1· gradp for thP1r h,l>rd 
t'fllll'>'l'S, a1Hl.1·an onlv l!Xl' "T'ass-
l•'ail" for tlll' ust;all\' pasipr 
Plt'cth·t'~·. · 
<'m11·Prn111g tlw rPlaxPcl. gradt' 
:--t.1ndarcls. this aJ'l':t is prohahly 
gt1111g to l"l'\"t'I SP il~l'lf too. Hobprt 
I. . .J,1cohson. writing foi· th1• 197r, 
l'riit ion of ,nt,;;hl•ff magaziiw. 
:,:aid lw marl,• a sun·1,:1· of "rloz,,ns 
of S(l\Jl'l't'S" -nn t'(llllJlllS(•S 
nationwidP. canw lo tl11'C'f' , nn-
t'lusion:-: tin tlw . stlhjpcl. 1 I 1 
<'ompl'lition fonr gTariP>< "ill r•.'I 
'\1or>'I'. nn11'11 \\'orsP: 121 Good 
grart1•s will ht• ·hanlt•r lo gt't, anrl 
mOl'l' work will bP r<'quired for 
thl'rn. Howl•ver, grading on the 
"1·urvp" will "makP a Pomeba<'k: 
and 1:11 as standards for grading 
hp1·omP mon• stril't, so will tlw 
irnportan<'e of gradps in Job 
hunt111g. Morp students will pnter 
gradu,tlP school, ancl the job 
market "will re>main tight," hP 
~ays. 
OnP person .Jacobson quotl's 
who puts thl' situation in proper 
pt•rspl'ctivP is Kennl'th M. 
c:ret>n<'. general sel'retary of the 
imposing Phi Beta Kappa 
national honor society. Talking 
ahout thP upcoming <·ompetltion 
for gradPR and stril'tPr stanclarcls 
for thl' same>, he saicl. "When you 
SPI' what happens to sonw of 
thrs<' k1rts. it's a shanw. But I 
rlon'I think thpy're going to he 
ah IP to escapP it." 
In othPr words· the party's 
O\'t'J. 
,JO('KS FIND NO SPF.('IAL 
l'HIVII.AGt:s IN ,JOB 
'IAHKt:Ts 
Although sonw college athlt>tes 
sppm lo hav(' a future of 
guar:1ntppd su<·c·ess whllt> on 
campus, that pfrturP drastically 
1·hangps thP minutP thPy hit the 
st rt'l'l>-. a<'l'Orcling to a study by it 
Stanford 1:nlYPrsity graduatl' 
sturlt•nl. 
l'aul I•:. Dubois, aftPr studying 
su1·\·1•ys of thl' hu·k both athlptps 
anrl avp1;ag1• 1·ollPg<' graduatPs 
h:ut" 111 obtaining Jobs. found no 
"s1gnifil'ant <liff<'l'Plll'e" in thP 
"prPst1gp IPve>l" of tht' jobs hPlrl 
h~· 1'ilht>1· jocks anrt non-jol'ks. 
Thi' survpy includrrl 160 
athll'lPs and 450 nonathlt'll's from 
thrPP ,·ol1Pg1•s anrl 1·ompart>d tht> 
Jobs nwmhPrsof both groups lwlcl 
lwo ~-1·a1-.; aftpr graduation. 
Fl•:\\ t:H STl l>t:\'l'S HF.Al>l!'IG 
B~('li TO Tilt: 1\.-\' TOWF.H 
\FTf:H (i H.-\IH' ,\TIO~ 
Tlw p1•1·1·,•ntagP of AnwriC"lrn 
1·olt,·i:1· frpshnwn planning to 
l'IJ!t•r tlw tPa<·hing profPl'sion i,_ al 
its IO\\'t'SI Ill IPn \'Pars. 
·\1·,·ording to lhP · Amf'rican 
('11(,n('jJ Oil 'F:rl1.i·at1011, C(Hll-
pal'iSOIJ-.; nt' lh(~ p1•rcPntag(•s <if 
f1·,•,lrn1,·11 _w:1nti11g to lw1·onw 
h•ad11•1·s show., l1111s1• nf J971l to hp 
lm\·pr lh,,11 thns(' of J9(i(i anrl nf 
IHiG · 
Only fi.:i pt>r ,·pnf of this yt•,n··s 
fr,•"h1n1•11 \1,1111 to 1•nt,•r IP,1d11111' 
a,- , 0111pan·d tn: :!I., p1•r ,·1•11t i~ 
l!lliti ,11111 X.:.> Jll'I' t'f'l't in 1!17!i. th" 
•·ounl'il I Pt·l'llt ly rqinrtt•cl. 
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--S.mile Srtiokl3r ! You're\Paying:FiJr~tll° 
BY George Meredith 
Who ever would have thought that today 
someone could corner the market on air? Smile 
smoker! The cigarette industry has done it and if 
tobacco'.s your h';!bit, then you are the buyer. Since 
1970, the number of cigarettes s·old in the U.S. has 
increased by 10 percent: However, the amount of 
tobacco used to make those cigarettes has only 
increased by 7 and three quarters percent. Where 
is the missing 2 and one fourth percent of tobacco? 
It's not in your cigarettes. The cigarette 
manufacturers have adopte.d a new method of 
preparing their tobacco called "fluffing" or 
"puffing". It is similar to the way that wheat and 
rice are treated to make breakfast cereals. It gives 
the tobacco more bulk. The resulting cigarettes 
contain considerably !es:, tobacco an~ subsequently 
burn a great deal faster. -Any cigarette romanticist 
will remember "the good old days" when a smoke 
would last and not race you to the filter. Nothing is 
surprising when you review the r~novations that 
the tobacco industry has made on modern-day 
cigarettes. They are longer and thinner and have 
intricate filters. Yet, there is more to the filter 
that . meets the consumer eye. Cigarette 
advertisements feature their filters as scientific 
marvels that will protect you from those bad guys, 
Nick 0. Teen and Tar. Filter diagrams attempt to 
amaze you with everything from chai-coal granules 
to plastic mazeways. They are specifically 
designed to look and sound impressive. By making 
the filter attractive and important, the manufac-
turer can rest assured that you won't be disturbed 
by its ever-increasing length. This brings us to 
another point. Much to their delight, the cigarette 
industry has found a process to make filter material 
cost less than tobacco, cubic millimeter for cubic 
millimeter. Thus began the filter's long journey up 
the cigarette. A current disguise of the growing 
filter and trend of the industry .is the extra-long or 
super-long cigarette. 
Just A Silly Centimeter Longer 
The birth of the extra-long cigfarette was in 
1964, when a wary industry watched the 
contraversial product hit the market. The new 
cigarette was-- longer, but contained the same 
amount of tobacco as the regular size. Naturally, 
the filter was longer and the column of tobacco, 
thinner. '.I'he concept took two years to catch on, 
but now 100 mm. or more cigarettes account for 
greater than 25 percent of the martcet. Then, in 
1974. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. launched the 
super· long trend with "More" cigarettes; ·120 mm. 
Needless to say, "More 120's" contained the same 
amount of tobacco as the 100 mm. brands. Longer 
filter, thinner coluinn of tobacco: Other cigarette 
companies were quick to follow an example that 
they had seen work in the sixties. Phillip Morris 
quickly presented "Saratoga" in New York and 
L.A. American Brands hung out "Long Johns" in 
San Diego. The Brown and Williamson Tobacco 
Co. tri~d '"Tramps" in Okalahama City. When 
asked why they considered the super-longs would 
be popular, an American Brands spokesman 
explained that "people are breaking out of old 
stereo-types and. expressing themselves in a 
number of new ways." New York Tobacconist 
Ralph Torres is more specific. He atributes the 
super-long's success to television's Kojak, the Telly 
Savalas character who smokes long, custom-madt 
cigarettes. "They can't afford his, so they bu.) 
ours". Regardless of the true reason for the 
"longs" popularity, the consumer is getting nothing 
more for his money. In fact the consumer is getting 
less! 
We Got Ya! 
In the July;· 1976 issue of Consumer Report, 
an interesting study was reported. The R.J. 
{teynolds Tobacco Company's new product, "Now" 
cigarettes, was compared to their regular 
best-seller, Winston. Twenty-seven packs of each 
brand were placed in a constant'-temperature-hum-
idity room. The outer wrappings were removed 
and the cigarett'es were allowed to stabilize at room 
temperature for 48 hours. The results were 
incriminating. The average weight of the tobacco 
content in "Now" was only 64 percent of that in 
Winston. The cigarette consumer sold on a new 
name brand has no other choice when prices rise, 
but to pay more and get less. Any habitual smoker 
must have noticed the rising prices of his favorite 
vices. Yet, how many are aware of what they 
aren't getting? Not Many! Cigarette advertising 
has seen to it that the smoker will be to involved in 
his identification with the brand to notice any quick 
burning or elongated filter. The consumer is too 
busy in Marlboro country, walking a mile in "the 
springtime". · 
0 Say Cao You See 
Perhaps you are asking yourself why our 
Government isn't doing something about this. It is! 
Each year, the U.S.Government spends six and a 
J half million dollars towards the dev'elopment of 
fungus-and disease-resistent strains of tobacco, 
more than five and a half million dollars on 
inspection and grading of tobacco leaf, and fourteen 
millioh dollars on support payments to exporters. 
After the Government has thoughtfully provided 
the cigarette industry with carefully grown and 
graded tobacco, they resell it to the American 
public in the form previously discussed. Indeed the 
cigarette habit will continue to flourish and the 
extremes to which cigarette. bigwigs will go to 
increase profits are unpredictable. Rowe Interna-
tional was the maker of the original cigarette 
machine. They have recently increased production 
of the new machines that will facilitate 120 
millimeter cigarettes price hikes, they have 
converted the coin mechanisms to take more than a 
dollar. Ouch! 
In conclusion, today's cigarettes are longer, yet 
thinner. The column of. tobacco inside each is not 
only smaller than yesteryear, but it is "fluffed" and 
guaranteed to burn faster. Finally, the filter is 
longer and allows the inclusion of even less tobacco. 
The ob~ious conclusion is that the cigarette 
consumer is paying extra money for air. If this is 
the cigarette of today, imagine the cigarette of 
tomorrow. It might well be an ATMOSPHERE 550 
and you just mig_ht buy it. 
(ZNS) A hiology professor at 
Tht> California Institute of Tech-
nology predicts that human 
rt>production may soon be re-
placecl hy genetic engineering. 
using genetic perfection. 
Doctor Bonner is quoted by 
Mother Jones magazine as say-
ing that ~ith limitations being 
placed on the number of children 
in a family, "There is a moral 
obligation to see that these 
children are free of genetic 
defects." • 
humans have attempted to 
genetically perfect their plants 
and animals, and the next logical 
step is the genetic perfection of 
humans. 
and then promptly sterilize that 
Individual. During the indivi-
dual's lifetime, records would be 
kept of accomplishments and 
characteristics_" 
material would be removed from 
the repository and stimulated to 
clone a new individual. If the 
committee decides the genetic 
malerial is unworthy of pro-
creation, it is destroyed." How could this be do~e? Dol'tor James Bonner says 
Lhat n•cent laboratory 9reak-
through;, which enahle scientists 
to recombine d.n.a. molecules 
hav(• movecl us into the age of According to the biologist, 
Doctor Bonner writes: "One 
suggestion has been to remove 
genetic .material from each in-
dividual immediately after birth 
GEE ... 1 purr· KNOl,.J wHA r 10 
Sl),.'!! NrJ r nur.r1 H/,PPrNnJ 
":J ()(J 'fl- t.k<, /JJ rJ J 1UI iA I, 
/\( fl J/\1 i Y. .. l ltJ HU I! ... UH. ... 
(iOSH ... l_f.T r1£ THINK .... -
fH[R[ f/\U') T HA.VF .8[EN 
00l1t I I-II NCi/ WHEN 'v/AS 
n1E STAMP T/\X? MMM .... . 
MAYBE ... NO) TJ--JA_T wAS .. :LJH .. . 
Bonner continues: "After the 
individual's· death, a committee 
decides if the accomplishments 
are worthy of procrea_tion into 
, other individuals. If so, genetic 
Bonner concludes: "The ques-
tion is indeed not a moral one but 
a temporal one--when do we 
start'!" 
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Dep~ment ·-1 Of Interior . Har;bach Tll 
§ele<e11: -tonnnittee Sunnorts Indian§ · Give Recital 1I"" .Ii' Barbara Harbach,. organist, 
(ZN.;;;) House Speaker Thomas 
"Tip" O'Neill says he will oppo~e 
the reconstitution of the Select 
Committee which is reinvestigat-
ing the Kennedy and K_ing 
a!',sassinations if that comm1tte 
reque<;ts a $4 million budget to 
continul.' il!', work. 
The I~ member House Select 
Committt•t• ran into considerable 
opposition in t~e House earlier 
this month aftt-r its Chief Coun-
~cl. Richard Sprague, proposed a 
';H.5 million hudget for this year, 
would be nePded nc•<;t year. 
A!> a n·!.ult of the criticism, thl' 
Ch11irman-F.lect of the Commit· 
t.ce, RPprl'sentative Henry Gon-
zalez of Texas, indicated in 
rcr.ent week~ the Committt,e 
would prohahly reduce its re-
que~t hy ahout $2.5 million, 
down to $4 million for the first 
~·ear. 
Ilowl'vcr, when asked ahout 
the $4 million budgey, O'Neill 
slat.ed:"Thi~ Ilou~l· i<;n't going 
l'or the sums they arc talking 
ahout." lie ~aid the Select 
Cor:1mitt.eP ~hould expect to 
condul'l its prohe on a figure 
"much lower" than the $4 million 
amount. 
Sprague, a former prosecutor, 
has insisted that without the 
proper funding, it would be futile 
for the House to adequately 
investigate· the Kennedy and 
King murder cases since many of 
t~e possible leads date back at 
least 13 years, and may involve 
an investigation of the U.S. 
Intelligence Community itself. 
Critics of the fund cutback 
c!>nlend Congress is using a 
"rl_ouhlt• standard" in chopping 
hack the Select Committee's 
hudget while, at the-same time, 
aimost routinely approving an 
estimated $20 billion annually for 
the U,S. Intelligence Agencies to 
<;pend. Thl· Committee's current 
$4 million request represents 
Jes~ than one fiftieth of one 
percent of the ·annual u .s. 
Intelligence Agency budgets. 
Oddly enough, one of the areas 
of concern to the Select Com-
mittee is the very conduct of the 
Intelligence Agencies in con-
. ocction with the assassinations. 
(ZNS) The U.S. Department of 
the Int_erior --in a surprise 
move--has come out in support of 
American Indian claims to nearly 
60 percent of the entire-state of 
Maine. · 
Interior officials, responding 
to a court order to take a public 
position on the 1972 suit in-
volving two Indian tribes and 
billions of dollars worth of land, 
say they agree with the Indian's 
claims to some 10.2 million acres 
of Maine's land. The officials, 
however, have asked the Justice 
Department to .seek a six-week 
delay in rulfr::g on the four-vear-
Christ And 
-
044,000 
ZNS) Jesus Christ stands to 
collect some $44,000 on the 
occasion of his-second coming. 
A British .man who died last 
year has bequeathed this hand-
some sum to Ch-rist if he returns 
within the next 80 years, spe-
cifically "to reign on earth," and 
if he proves his identity to the 
British Government. 
The terms of this unusual will 
were disclosed last week in 
probate proceedings on the es-
tate of Ernest Digweed, a retired 
teacher woh stipulated that if 
· anyone falsely claimed to be 
Christ, or if Christ failed to show 
up to claim the sum, then the 
money would go to the British 
Cro'wn. 
WHERE IN THE WORLD ARE YOU GOING 
WITH YO.UR EDUCATION? 
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The Stables :1nn 
U59DrydenRd. 213 97l5 
&wrsday 
dinner specnail 
0 
TOPSIRWIN STEAK . 
wrth tossed ':,dlad and garlic brl:.'ad$3 65 only_ 11 
this thursday F . · k F ·o d &iday& . ran· . neste · t 
satuidaynighll: ·. - ·. . . 
will appear as guest recitalist at 
Ithaca College ·Friday evening, 
old claims so that the carter February 4. The public is invited 
administration can study the to attend the free public concert 
case. 
The Passamaquoddy and Pen-
obscot tribes contend that, over 
the years, their land has been 
given io white settlers without 
Congressional approval as is 
required by a 1790 law. The suit 
involves 60 percent of the State's 
Land Area, and some $300 
million in damages. 
, The suit has broughy a halt to 
land sales a~d mortgages in some 
areas, of Maine, and has caused 
s~rious tax problems among local 
·communities. 
Accounting 
Club 
To·Hold 
Meeting. 
The first meeting .of the Ithaca 
College Accounting Club was 
held on Thursday night, January 
20. Approximately 50 students 
and faculty attended. A Policy 
,and Guidelines Committee met 
afterward to discuss the struc-
ture of the group. 
The Club is open to ALL IC 
students, especially Bus.Ad. and 
Accounting majors. We hope to 
set up tutoring services, Sf.JOnsor 
speakers, and provide business 
~nd accounting assistance to 
_groups on campus. 
The next meeting will be on 
ThursJlay, February 3rd, 7:30 
PM in Friends 309. Plan on 
attending. 
For fur~her information, con-
tact Al Cohen, Instructor in 
Accounting, Kenna Brooks (A-
counting 77), or Andy Lerman 
(ACCTG 78). 
at 8:15 p.m. in Walter Ford Hall. 
The major work on her pro-
gram· is the Organ Symphony 
No. 6 in G minor, Op. 42 by 
Charles-Marie Widor. Ms. Har-
bach will play two preludes and 
fugues: F-sharp minor by 
Buxtehude and G Major, BWV 
. 541 by bach. Also to be heard 
are Orgelsonate (Trio), Op. 18/2 
by Distler and Dieu parmi nous 
by Messiaen. . 
Ms. Harbach is currently or-
gan instructor at Nazareth Col-
lege in Rochester. She has 
taught organ and piano at Alfred 
University, also in Pennsylvania, 
Connecticut and California. She 
has given concerts at variuos 
cathedrals and universities in 
southern California, Colorado, 
Ohio, New Jersey, Connecticut, 
New Hampshire, throughout -
New York and Pennsylvania. In 
New York City she has played at 
Columbia University, St. John 
the Divine and Grace Cathedral. 
This will be her second Ithaca 
College appearance; her first was 
in 1973. 
An honors graduate of the 
Pennsylvania State University in 
1_967, Ms. Harbach studied organ 
there with Leonard Raver and 
June Miller. She received a 
master's degree from Yale Uni-
versity where she studied with 
·.Charles Krigbaum. At Yale she 
was awarded the Frank Bozyan 
Scholarship and Juliet R. Sher-
man Prize. A Belin Scholarship 
froin Pennsylvania enabled her 
to continue her organ work in 
Germany with Helmut Walcha. 
In 1971 she earned a diploma 
from the Musikhochschule of 
Frankfurt, the only American to 
pass the rigorous organ study 
examinations. While in Germany 
she served a._s organist and cho!r 
director at the chapel of the 
Third Armored Division in 
Frankfurt. She has held similar 
ap!"ointments at churches in 
Penn~·,lvania, Connecticut and 
California and is presently direc-
tor of music at Christ Church in 
Pittsforrl as well as a member of 
the Nazareth faculty. 
Penny-pinching tips 
'R:1- <'ampu'i l>ig<'!lt !lit•ws St>rvire .. whenever you buy a new 
C'olll.'gP, whether you attend ill'm, bl' sure to send back the 
Harvard or Bugbed Bottoms warranty 1·,ard that rame with it. 
.Junior C.olll'gl.', is getting very Tr you wait, you'll probably forget 
PXpPnsive to attend, and there is it, _and delay m~y void the 
Pver:v reason to believe it will warranty. With the Jack' of 
mnti!lue to get more expensive .. cturab11ity of many produrts 
This is a (act of_Iife, and one today, you may well need it 
that will simply have to be fared. hrfore the warranty's up. 
Many 1·osts are unavoidable; .. For those who bµy their own 
sonw are,to a l'ertam degree. The food, ranned or frozen vegetables 
laftpr is thP subjert of this articlt;!. and orange jUire regularly cost 
Om·p you resign yourself to the n1111'h less than fresh. Some 
fart that you will simply have to haked goods. like baking powder 
hu~ that SlR textbook or that $25 his<'1tits, are rheaper than ready-
stuclpnl activity fee, you l'an turn to-hak1' mixes. Indeed, panrakes 
-~·our attention to those rosts you and wafflPs made from a mix 
!'an a ,·oid, or at least shave ,·ost onC'-thlrd less · than those 
1·011siclt>rahly. These ( rent, food, made from "s!'ratrh." 
.. ar1 art> \·ariabl(' costs and the --In addition, 1f :vou arP buying 
,·a riable 1s you food for more than yourself, and 
Sonw of thesC' idpas are l'XpPrt to bl' doing so for an ex-
pnibahly llC'W to you, while others lP11rlPd ppriod of timl.', you might 
a l'I' not. . \II of them, howe\'er. are find it f Pasihle to buv either a fore 
I 1111p-t Psted nwthods of pinrhing qua rtl'r or side of bipf and store it 
l)l'lllliC's. and if :,:011 follow them i11 a frP('Z('r. You will save mucho 
you may hear a little .more nwat monpy m the long run, and 
<'hangl' jingling in your porket: .. a frerzer spare ran be rented quite 
llll'l' sound to any ear. l'!waply frnm any !oral ice and 
--Do you write many letters? s~oragp firm. 
\\'he1w,·1'r possible, S!-'nd a nine- :\Jso for two or more people. 
1·pnl postl'anl instead of a letter. food <'an bp bought in large · 
\'011 l'an sa\'C' O\'er 40 per C€1nt qaunt1tit•s in many stores. For 
Parh tinw ,\lso, despite' phone Pxamph•. you r:,n bu~· a fi,·e-
1·0111na11~· 1·0111nwrc\als, it isn't pouncl 1·a11 o(ht•ans and keep it-in 
l'lwajwr to call long distance. Get \·a 1·lo11s contain1•n, until it is used-
.in lhP haJ1it ol writing to thosp far up. or s1111pl~· di\·idf;' it into dinner 
awa~· instpacl Of l'alling fhem ... Oll pnrttOll'-' anrl fn>eZ!' St:>perately . 
.i postcarct. Fl'PPZing food on sa)p fo1· lafpr 
--To ;;an• 111011Py on your \\aler 11s .. \,·111 also sa\'l' \'Oll ,... - · 
hill. put an :l\'eragP-sized brlrk in · Fmall\·. a-. al\\:;:vs. 11i:ikl' up ;1 
,11,. watPr tank of your toil!'!. Th,• 11,1 ,,f PXprn~l'» for a fpw WPPks. 
w.,tPr you'rp paying for IIO\\ m llw,: us,: 11 h• rlt>\'t!-',· ., n•:ili;;tic' 
that tank i,; not ne1·t•ss1n· for 1,u,1•.l'f--antl ,tit•li to it You·;11 
normal OJwi·atlon. The brirk wlll lih.·!~· h,n·;. In f<,llo\\ nn,• in 111 .. 
'tali,: up that um11·(·essary watPr po:-t-,:_1::'..'.~1~:!'.'.'-:'.!·!..'.~~~!~,, so ~- 011 
:-pan•. and !ht• less wat~,,~~·ou use. 111lght ,1, w,,Jr start 11nw. Bt>s)ril.'~. 
· llw lt•:ss ,·ou .will oa·\' for it. witJm\lt I ... 1·1111·11 11nrt up , aTing a 
fpw. p1•1111it•,- lwn• :1_11(1' ,1·:1stln1/.ii, 
Bulletin 
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Fireplace Usage 
The fireplace in the Union Crossroads. will be lit 
11:30 - 2:00pm Monday - Friday. If you or your 
group wi§hes to use the. fireplace any other hours, 
sign-up in the Office of Campus Activities with 
Cathy or call 274-3149 or x3149. There is a $2.50 
charge per hour. 
Speaker: Andrew Schwartz 
"tecture and Discussion 
Psychic Symposium 
• 
Feb. 16 at 8:30 pm. t-102 Free and open to the 
public 
·The Politics Department of Ithaca College would 
like 'to invite all interested people to the first 
lecture in the Marxist-Feminist Spring Series, now 
in its third year. Amy Bridges will speak on 
"Women in Monopoly Capitalism and the Structure 
of Consumption.': on Februa,ry 2, 1977 (W ednes-
day) in Textor 103, at 8:00 p.m. Ms. Bridges has 
published several articles dealing with women and 
the economy particularly concerning their consum-
er role. She presently-is on the editorial board of 
Politics and Society and is finishing her doctoral 
work at the University of Chic~go. The lecture is 
open to the college communities and the public. We 
hope you will attend. 
VOLUNTE~R NEEDS IN ITHACA 
GADABOUT PROGRAM NEEDS: Volunteer 
drivers for their van wliich provides transportation 
for elderly and handicapped people of the County. 
New drivers will receive-trainibg, on the afternoon 
of Feb. 10th, and insurance coverage. Volunteers 
may choose either morning or afternoon of any day 
for their service. 
CAMP MCCORMICK NEEDS: Volunteers to 
teach'basic auto mechanic skills or body and fender 
repair to a small group of high school aged 
youngsters. Volunteer tutors are also needed to 
work with individual students in Reading, Writing, 
and Math. Volunteers may choose any day, Mon. 
thru Thurs. from 7 to 9 pm. · 
4-H NEEDS: Volunteers to work with youth 
groups in Cooking, Mon., 7 to 8 pm; Woodworking, 
Tues .. from 5 to 6:30 _or 7 to 8:30 pm; Sewing 
Techmques, Thurs. at either 5:15 or:6:30 pm; Plant 
Science or Bird Studies, Sat. from 10 am to noon. 
A Group Leader is also needed in downtown Ithaca 
on Thurs. fyom 3_ to 5 pm. 
ITHACA HIGH SCHOOL NEEDS: A volunteer 
tutor for an 11th grade student from Japan. She 
needs .help with textbook English particularly in 
relation to Physics. Her conversational ·English is 
goqd. Times c_ould be any day from 2:30 to 3:30 pm. 
For ·more information or an appointment to any 
voluntary service, please call the Voluntary Action 
.Center, 272-9411, Mon. thru Sat. from 9 am to 1 
pm, or eall I. C. Community Service, 274-3311, 
,..., Tues. o~Th.urs., 9 to 10:30 am, or Wed.from 1 to 3 
pm. 
Storefront will be sponsoring a benefit dance with 
Zobo Funn Band and the Lavinia Dead Band on 
Sunday Feb. 6 from 8 pni. to 1 am in the W .S. 
Memorial'Room, Cornell. Admission will be $1.00. 
J,'Jl' ,,. ,,/. 11 • ' ' ' , ,. I I I J \ ) ' I '' .! J) • , ~. • J • .. I t • • , J • ~. • ~ • • • t 
r' ·~_r!' :t ·rrr1'fih'1 ~:·,:r·i 11 .J 1C!(1f!Jl"!I :·1, 1!·;·1 '/,:!!/1 :j~1'r'/· 'H'/1 ·-....·;·JJ, '),}! 01 
n.:;irt:1:-.1:'l;_'hitn ,,•t·df s•d1111•,q ll'it 
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[ for bale · ~] ::!!.!AL~, .t:,~FM ~ 
---------~--=--- FF/RW. $70.. Contact Corey 
X751 or 273-9896. 
FOR SALE: Phase Linear 4,lO 
amp. ~00 plus watts per channel 
RMS per channel. This amp is 
virtually brand new! $425 or 
best offer. 272-6519. 
67 Buick Electra, 69,000 miles 
just. tuned, good tires, body 
needs some work. Includes 
Power ;windows and cruise con· 
trol. Asking $400 - call Howard 
273-9875 ext. 465. 
DISCOUNT STEREO 
EQUIPMENT. A total concept 
in sound design & service . 
Contact Setli of "AUDIO DE-
SIGN". Talcott Rm. 317 or call 
272-9723 or X545. 
For Sale; Hart Knights skis. 205 
cm. Ramy Bindings for further 
information call: 257-5793. 
FOR SALE: 8-track car stereo 
witb2_53/4"Jenson Speakers. All 
are brand new. $60 price 
includes 3 tapes and a 'case 
272-6519. 
FOR SALE: Men's Caber Pro Ski 
Boots, size 90/o worn ,twice. Call 
Larry 273-9532 X?62. 
r 
FOR SALE: Cassettes · Ampex 
747-90 min'!tes only Sl.50 each. 
Contact Corey X751 or 273-9896. 
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom house in 
Enfield with seven acres attach-
ed.· 12 miles from school Lease 
and rent are negotiable.House 
includes built in bar! 272-651 9. 
Must Sell: Practi~y new all-
down snorkel jacket. Lange size 
36. Call Lisa 272-5804 
(perbonal 
Lost-Norfolk Pine tree. ll 
anyone found it by Tower 
Cafeteria before X-mas vacat-
tion. Please return · Reward 
Frank X681 or 273-977 4 
URGENT: Must find witnesses 
to motorcyclist nearly hitting 
group of I.C. Students hitching 
rides up Aurora Street at 
Commons, on October 16,1976, 
Sat. at about 11:00 p.m. after 
movies let out [Storey of Adele 
H., . Take the Money and Run, 
Hester Street.) Call 273-5787, 
·Reward. 
TODAY'S CRO-SSWDRD PUZZLI. 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
ACROSS 46 Tried foolish 
1 Sorrowful experi-
word ments 
5 Moved 48 Winery 
rapidly employe 
10 Kind of 50 Caddoan ln-
'plane: dians 
Abbr. 51 Habeas cor-
14 Sports gear P.us, for ooe 
item 52 Silk fabrics 
15 Short maxim 55 Did harn:i to 
16 Fuss 59 Constraining 
1 7 Rim 61 Alaskan city 
18 Of the peo- 62 Impertinent pie stare 
20 Kind of ti.$ Weap_on 
cinch 64 Card game: 
22 Japanese 65 1~/g~::~ 
robe · 23 Bearaea 66 Poeti~ con-
ruminant traction 
24 Be of ser- 67 Chow 
puzzle answers 
on page 14 
ground: 37 Repeated a 
Favorite perfor- · 
resort mance 
11 "The Wizard 39 Gaseous 
of Oz" dog element 
12 God of war 42 Adolescent 
vice , 131nsane: years 
Slang 44 Carp"Emter's 
19 Small necessity DOWN 
25 Public 
thoroughfare 
28Airplane 
· warning 
1 Cain's brooks 4 7 Effect 
brotlier 21 Bard 49 Golfer's 
signals 
32 Before 
33 An entirety 
35 Wading bird 
361.augh 
loudly 
38Consume 
greedily 
40 Shine 
brightly 
41 Channel 
43Russian 
revolution-
ary 
45 Verse-form 
2 Take cin 24 Famed ship concern 
cargo launcher 51 Flinch 
3 1Sea lettuce 25 Bud 52 Position 
4 ------ham- 26 Soda-b~ine 53 Toronto 
mer deposit footballer 
.5 Auto 27 Kingdom 54 Narrate 
assembly 28 Roared 55 Winemaker's 
6 Very skilled 29 Upper Nile plant 
7 Arrived native 56 The Pen-. 
8 Freudian 30 Lyric com- tateuch: 
concern position Var. 
9 Knocked to 31 Waste water 57 Uttet 
the canvas pipe . 58 Society 
1 o ----·--- 34 Deliberate newcomers' 
- ·. ' lies 60 Crude · 
.,. 
,,..... . . -\'. 
Applying to grad school? Need 
resume or passport photos. 
Reasonable prices - Call Rich 
274-3440 or Larry 273-8618. 
The sisters of Gamma Della 
Pi, social service sorority, would 
like to invite all I.C. women to 
our rush party Wednesday 2/2 at 
9:00. It will be in the first floor 
louhge of Terrace 98. ·Following 
it we will have a mixer with 
Delta Kappa. All are welcome -
bring your friends! «> 
Who is the lovely girl I almost 
met at the Telephone Co. Fri. 
Jan. 21 about 4:00 p.m.? Please 
Tom 273-2778. 
THE ITHACAN needs help with 
advertising; both selling and 
layout. Both jo.bs earn commif!· 
sions. Contact Doug, Steve, or 
Andy at X207 or X208. 
For Sale: KLH model 20 stereo 
compact. Tuner, amp, pre-amp 
& turntable,.No spe!lkers, price 
$125. · call 273-2642 evenings_. 
Head 720's - 193cm for sale 
w/marker bindings. Contact 
John 273--0878. 
Lost: gold, blue-silver cross on 
I.C. campus· Sentimental value. 
If found please call Kathy 
273-8717 
~ THE FRAME SHOP 
1 
414 W .. Buffalo St. 
i 272-1 :J50 
t
J.5 YEARS EXPERIENCE1 
largest choice 
of frames 
and mattings in area 
272-7171 
SOUTHWEST 
IMPORTS 
American Indian 
Arts and Crafts 
Authentic 
Indian Jewelry 
Dewitt Mall 
2774916 
HICKEY'S-
201 S. Tioga St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
272-8262 
THE· 
:-.Music Store 
l.C. Baseball 
.... ~ ... :. 
l ;, 
,,, 
>. 
·.;-.. r,,, 
.. '~ 
Woodi Coach Of The Year 
For thl' second time in foJJr. 
1 ears, Ithaca College basf)ball 
;·oach Carlton Wood has been 
honored hy the American Associ-
ation of College Baseball Coachl's 
:1~ national college division 
·co,1ch of the Year." 
Wood, head baseball coach at 
i!haca for 11 seasons, was 
"Ccnth· named co-winner of the 
i >,vision III award with Jim 
I :nwen of California-Stanislaul. 
ThP two coaches guided their 
t Panis to the finals of the first 
NCAA Division III World Series 
ta,l ,June in Marietta, Ohio. 
Cilifornia-Stanislaus, 33-20-2 o-
\'('rall, defeated the Bombers,· 
:!:J-7, twice by scores of 5-4 and · 
rn-U to win the world series 
championship. Ithaca was the 
runner-up. 
Wood won his first national 
college division "Coach of the 
.Yl'ar" award following the 1973 
,eason. 1His 1973 team finished 
the year with a 24-7 mark and 1/;df· 
was second to California-Irvine i;.:J;;. 
in the College Division II World 1·< 
S . ''·o-' enes. :~!'-' 
In addition to winning the l · 
national award for the-_ second 
time earlier this month, Wood 
also received two other awards 
from the American Association 
of College.,Baseball Coach~s. He 
was named District. II "Coach of 
the Year" for the third time and 
was presented a special award 
for 25 years of coaching. Wood 
was the district II "Coach of the I 
Year" in 1970 as his club posted a ,,':'?""!,·;. 
21-5 mark and again in 1973. •-.. : _-:·?•i . .,.>; 
Wood's association with Ithaca · ,. -· 
College goes back to the. late player:. _ 
thirties. He pl~yed ~~eball After returning to Ithaca to 
under the famous Bucky Free- teach and coach in 1952, Wood 
_man and captained the Ithaca became the only man in NCAA 
nines in both his juni~r ~nd history to coach post: season 
senior years. He had a lifetime tournament teams in three dif-
hatting average of .365 and was ferent sports. His overall 
also a top soccer and basketball basketball mark was 127-100 for 
UNUSUAL GIFTS 
12 years ans he guided the 
196:t-64 squad to the NCAA 
Regionals. Wood's 1965 soccer 
team made the NCAA tourna~ 
ment to highlight a seven year 
record of 52-23-4. Seven of the iron shop 
the commons 
Thursday-FREE ENTERTAINMENT 
"SLIPF!ERY HIPS" 
!Friday-HAPPY HOUR 3-7 
Wood's baseball teams have 
advanced to NCAA regional 
playoffs. His record as head 
, baseball coach after 11 seasons, 
counting spring baseball only,- is 
192-60-2. 
Wood served as the athletic 
director at Ithaca College for 14 
• years until 1973. 
ca·gers ·Rout 
-- Alfred 75a49-
By Daniel J. Hulbert 
Coach Darryl Lehnus has to be 
pleased with the way his team 
has performed in tbeir last two 
outings, an awesome 81-60 vie, 
tory over Cortland Saturday 
night, and an even more impres-
·sive whipping of Alfred on 
tuesday. They thoroughly de-
molished .the Saxons by a score of 
77-49. · Both games were total 
team efforts, with the bench 
_ contributi~ heavily in each._ 
The offense lias turned into high 
gear while their defen_se has 
become tenacious and stingy. 
The 49 points Alfred scored were 
the fewest. surrendered by the 
Bombers thus far. 
for Cortland. He led the team 
with six steals and an equal 
number of rebounds. Ten men 
scored for \he· Bombers; which 
has to make Coach Lehnus 
proud. What's more, they 
duplicated the feat against Al-
fred. 
Bench Leads Second Half Surge 
What began as a sloppy, 
careless comedy of errors, turn-
ed out to be the Bombers most 
lopside~ victory of the season. 
The credit for this important 
league victory must go to the 
Bomber reserves for their all-out 
· hustle and tough defense that 
stopped , an Alfred surge eight 
minutes into the second ha!f. 
Front Line Combines For 51 Both teams played harassing 
The front line of Jim Duell, defense throughout the game , 
Herb Richmond, and Joe Casey which accounted for the high ' 
combined for 51 points to lead number of turnovers. No one on 
the Bombers over Cortland. the floor was able to connect on 
Casey paced the way with 20 his shots, early in the game, 
marke", and brought the =:t,,t~f fr ~if e if" out 
Friday & Saturday- 9-1 
"CROSSWINDS" 
DISCO 1-3 
He is one of 15 charter ,~.- ! · , 
members of the Ithaca College ·· \z; .' :.,... ,, ,. 
S H II f F t bl . h d .. ,:< ·-- h,_ ' •" •• ports a o ame es a 1s e :: _;:_,- .• ,.,~4, ,~1,,.J-;i!>; :;{. :1 _ • • :~ in 1969 - :: , -, ... -'.·r.,-•,~ ... ,\i ~~" ~;,,·. , .. , 
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NITE C.OURT 
,215 N. Aurora St. 272-322211 
his excellence and long service. 
a' 
EXTRA UNIVERSITY 
SPRING 977· COURSES 
... , 
· A-utomechanics 
Jewelry Making 
Bartending 
.Interfaith Forum 
Psychic Growth 
Sread Baking 
~Pottery 
' 
Yoga 
. . .. 
Massage For Rel~A1io_n 
& More 
§_iglTil Up Now 
lF o:ir More Knf o ·Regar:ding 
& The Courses-
, . 
See Jim Evans,· 
Campus Ac~ivit_ie~ Office 
Egbert UniQn. x3_149 \~-~;;.;.:·.:.::. '. ,,,-_,;,,:·.,-:.·: ·:· : " . ~-:·. ,, •.· -_._,-
-
.· .. -
__ , __ _. 
to its feet with a powerful · Photo by Todd Ynocencio 
two-hand slam-dunk late in the smoking, and .burned the nets 
second half. Dave Pitzer came for 12 of the team's 16 points on 5 
off the bench in the second half to for 7 shooting. Alfred was 
lead a defensive surge that having trouble adjusting to Ith~, 
thwarted any hope of a comeback aca's switching defenses, while 
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Free 
the Bombers were suffering from 
a case of the, I GOT IT· YOU-
TAKE 'ITBLUE8. Noone knew 
what to do with the ball except 
Casey, and he kept doing what _ 
he does best-shooting. Casey 
ended the half (and the game) 
with 17 p~ints; he was shut out in 
the second half. A Bomber rally · 
late in the half put them ahead by 
7 , 38-31 at the intermission. 
Pizza. Delivery Ltd. 
272a19SO 
The second half began the . 
same way as · the first, both 
teams missing easy . shots and 
committing turnovers. Alfred ·, 
got hot and began putting the . 
ball in the hole. They drew tQ _ 
with-in two points after 8 min- . 
utes had gone by, 45-43. Noting · 
the ·1ack -of offense by his -
starters, seven points in eight . 
minutes, Lehnus ·went to the. 
bem;h for· some fire power. He , 
removed all of the starters .. 
except for Duell and inserted 
Petzer, Steve Potolsky ,Mike Mi-
elnicki, and freshman Dan Har-
ris. Duell tossed in 5 quick 
points, · and kept the ball alive . 
··-,,--,~char·' Pit' 
'restaurant 
steaks & chops-
, ...... ~ ·' 
· elmira road . 273-0777 · 
across 'from Grand Union --
'' ~ .,', °:', ' ~ ,, ' ,+ '" ,') ,, .. ',, 
--J 
.t." "i' 
· Trivia ·1u1z 
BY Georee Goodman HO Cagers ·BoutrMfred- · ···· 
,, QUESTION ONE: Name the 31 goals so far this season. He is several times on the boards, The Bombers now have ·a league. 
only National Hockey League making a serious bid to break the enabling Potolsky to score on record of 6 wins and 3 losses, and On Saturday, versus Cortland 
team not to be shutout in 1976. record for most goals scored by a three tip-ins. The combimation are 3-1 in the ICAC. The they were victors by the score of 
(Tricky)) rookie in one year. Who of Harris to Mielnidki worked 3 important part of the season is 72-56, and this was not one of 
question two; In Tuesday night's presently holds this record? times in succession, and sudden- approaching, as 8 out of the next their better showings. Tim 
NHL All-Star game, the Phila- QUESTION FOUR: At Aque- ly the Bombers found themselves ten games are league contests .. - Forbes, the team's leading scorer 
delphia Flyers brother combina- duct Race Course last Saturday• ahead by 22 points with three the Bombers next home game is at a 15.0 clip, paced with 13 and 
tion of Jim and Joe Watson were appreJ:\tice jockey Steve Cauthen minutes remaining. Pitzer put against Hobart on Feb. 1. Dave Dempsey with 12. Against 
selected to the.Campbell Confer- rode six winners. Name the last the icing on the cake with two Junior Bombers, Awesomll Alfred, they were demoralizing. 
ence team. Name the last apprentice to win six races in one tremendous steals that were They embarassed the Saxons 
brother act to be selected to the day at Aqueduct. converted into easy buckets. The junior varsity, coached by 95-59. Every player on the team 
NHL All-Star .team. (HINT: question five; At Aqueduct two Mielnicki finished with 12, while Rex Parcells, doesn't just beat scored, and five players reached 
One of them played in Tuesday's weeks ago, jockey Steve Cauth- Potolsky ch~pped in with 10. In teams, they destroy them. Their double figures. LaCroix led with 
game) en rode 23 winners in one week addition to scoring feats, both last two games are prime exam- 16, Dempsey and Bob Healy 
QUESTION fflREE: New York - to set a record. Name the jockey Potolsky and Kielnicki cominated: pies of how they have been netted 12, Forbes 11, and 
Ranger rookie Don Murdoch has who _held th~ record of 22. - the boards in the second session. dismantling teams around the Dave VanVertloh chipped in l:J. 
tJJmltj§C}Ej --~---~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m,:,:r·-~~~~~m~~~~~a~~~~~ 
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~ ~ 
K.egglers Win 
Trophy 
The Ithaca Coilege Men's 
Bowling Club visited Rochester 
·earlier this semester and return· 
ed with a first place trophy. Led 
by Marc Posner's 964 series the 
I.C. team took the prize. 
~ Against Elmira the Ithacans 
lost 3-1 although Posner turned 
in a fine 562. 
" Cortland was the unfortun-
ate victim of the club's next 
outing as the locals swept 4-0. 
Shawn Murphy with games of 
254, 231 and 177 was high man, 
with Bill Miller rolling a 231 in 
the series. I.C. bowled 2,890 for 
3 games routed Cortland by 350 
pins.· 
The club came up against 
Binghamton next and lost four to 
nothing, although the second 
team was able to sweep against 
their Binghamton counterparts. 
If so11wthi11g·s going 
wrong. ifll tt>ll_yiiu. 
I l'l'l;111~, Ill 1111\\1'' 'II 
hl.1dd,·1· l1,il>1I:, 
.! \ -.11r,· !Ii.JI d111·-. 11,,1 
li 1 ·,il 
l IIIISll,il liJ<-1·d1;;~ 111 
d1 .... , '1,\l~c.· 
1'111, kl'lllllg 111 ii1111p 111 
Ill 1·,1:,I, ,r 1·h1·\\ Ii, 11· 
l11d1~1·:..l11111 Ill <-l1illl'iill\ 
IJI ,\\ ,ill< I\\ iJJ~ 
1i I Un 1,,11,, ll,111g1· i.1 l\,111 
111' Ill< dt• 
-; \iq.~~ill!..! ('Oll!..!!l CJI 
h11.1ro.;,·11t·:..:.. 
It \'IJLl hcl\'t' ,1 \\dl'lllll~ ~I!.!· 
11;1!. ,;,,,, ~11111 d!•t 1111 II 11',; 
"!,ii-., ,ii.inn lu:11 It'll 
\Ill! If II i-.11·1. \till t',111 ~11·,· 
i11rnl11111·t11lwip l>1111·1tw 
.ifl;,id Jt's 1,h.it \'IHI .i11JJ I 
l-.1101, th.,t c,111 ,;urt ~1111 
American I 
Cancer ~ociety. t 
;.~ . ·.·. -
~ WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY - FRIDAY-SATIJRDAY SUNDAY - MONDAY - TIJESOAY iji 
E ~1iiZii KANE Th;GMs;;;J;Se,1. ~~~·~!~:·::~:~~1g~ E 
r-1 WeU•' llrtl fllm, landmllrll.ed contemporary movlemalllng fM 111 Bergman·, 1tunnlng allegory ol men·, t,,qtch lor mun1ng m hf• Mn1ar comech•ns L,u,el and Hudv- po,i,a., • pair ol Ullaled r.iii1 l!!t lechr*al vlrn.otlly Starring Orton w.llOI, JONph Cotten, Agne1 An e1.cephonallr potnflul ldm 11 11 e work ol 1wnome ICOpe and piano rMUSIC BOX1 movers 1n • m1mllure masle,p.ece or l!!I lil , MoonhNd and EW'9f'etl Sk»ne v11ual piMsure stamng Mu von sr:,o., d111ste, lij 
~ ~ 
liJ WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY FRIDAY-SA1URDAY- ~-._ .. _._ .. ,...• ~ I !!::,,,.;/;~· lfRGMAN·s el~k ORpltEus 'kl I) 11, 'I ,1~-, , ,II I'., i., (·1 ,, ., I; J I 
lii1 ·SUMMER NIGHT COLOR :::1A1s~~,~·=gG~ -~~~r:u=:1b~a~r!; d;~n·=·~ .il) 
l!!I Conslderod one ot the most bMut1fut films ever made Set aga1n11 I 1h11 • 1uP9t"h11iwe song and c1anca comedy. which 11 today fii1 fhi1 rolUelling comedy Is • cl11tk:III eallfciH In lhe spky •Pott ol 1he Nogro HC:ttOn ol Alo de Janeiro. BLACt\ ORPHEUS 11 considered Ille cle11k: Arnwk#n mu1kal Fe11urtd ere lhe Aiiil 
l!!9 PIJ'INI' ••~no 89tgman·1 style h9fe ltn mk!way bet...n enhanced by tome ol the rno11 magnlftc:9111 mus,c Slid color 1ncomp,11able mu:sk.11 numbers "'CheN to CtltN." '"Fancy frN."" l!!J {ii Shalleq,eare and lhe Ma, .. Grothen photography ever put on mm and ·'Top Hat, Wtufe Tl• and Tails " {i: 
~ M 
Ii} _ WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY FRIDAY - SA1URDAY SUNDAY· MONDAY· TUESDAY fM I AKllA KUROSAWA'S MASTERPIECE flANCOIS llUIFAUl'S ::~~"~0,<:.'~i~~~ l5rautu . . I 
= ~~~~~~~~ .. ~·~~~:=~~-~:::::.. """ ... ~~.~~.~('~~~~~- .. = fiii1 neturw or lflllh Ind aut,tec1M rNllty An eloquent nu11erSMec::1 One he ••qu1111oly 1llumrnalu , ~,n wom•n Th,~ him HSlhehc c:ombrn111on <ll the lantHW' and 1he real II 11 " d .. 1ght fiiii1 
l!!I brimming wllh action. A peca or cinema an eslabh1hed him u 1"9 leadft ot lhe NN Wave for the 1n1111re ol poe11c forms l!!!I 
Ii ~ 
Ii ~ (i WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY SUNDAY - MONDAY -1UESDAY ~ 
~ ....1-...11 .... w--Lh ~1~1~!~1~~~-s«;.. Il~A~Il D ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S ~ 
I One ol I~ of lhe~inom• ., 1h11 I IAJJ ~ u : SJ ( (( ) ~ ~ Th•~ STE!.~~,!~ol ~!:~~-- thnlle, I 
Slnelal, lewl1 sag, ol • benevolenl c:apllallst wtlo finds true love Set .ag.amst .a p11son esc•pe ,n world Wa, I E11c von S1rohe1m and ol lhe 1hu11es , Canadian n mistaken lor mur"'-' Today on• rs ,;;a Ii) In mkidle ao• This Samuel Goldwyn ptoduction d1r1Clod by P1ene fre,,nay enacl this drama ot lhtt lading glory and honor ol pa11icul1rly liken by lhe unpr~tM1lt0ut s1mphclly, the brev11y, lhe l!!J Iii WIiiiam Wyl•r 11 11,e apogee ol Hollywood crall • war 111talil'f •nd e,poc11lly lor 11°' inha1en1 humor liJ 
~ ~ 
liiil WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY FRIDAY - SATIJRDAY SUNDAY· MONDAY· TUESDAY ~ 
l!!!!J ,. INGMAI IHGMAN'S H b !ml Iii IOSU VON SJHNll.flG'S ACADEMY AWAIID WINNIII Katharine ep um l!!!!I 
I The 81~.!G~!! VI.IN -· K11h, .. ne~~~.~~.~~.~!1.~~ I 
'i1, JoMI von Ste,nbetg'1 film lusn lhe churning nalurallsm ol I Bergma11 gr,mlr deptcls a fathtr', rulhlou vengeance lo, lhe rape American 1p1ns1er on nohday in Venice ihe c:tazzhng 1plendor cl l'imtl l!!!J Mar*"' Otetrkh and tM gully e.a:p,e11lonl1m ot Emll Jennings and murder of h11 v11gln daughllr The •u11ere s1mphc11y ol 1h11 1he c:11y 11 c:elet>,,ttd by braalhlalung color compo1111ons Otrected t!!I Ii) Into • harlh S.:k:e of pr•war German rpllsm film 11 a rare ach,evemenl la, Otrgman l>y David Loan Iii 
~ ~ j'1 WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY-SATIJRDAY SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY ~ 
E ~~Ill 1wo~ .. ~ THEREDSHOES ! 
Ii l,lurence Ol!Yle, d1rec11 and pleJ1 the lllle-role ol lhe v1lhanou1. laiiJI ,-t to1i1'8QeOUI monarch, lulling for paw11 n,- unequ1llad ,,ut The lri1r,gular love allau whrch lasts for man, rurs 11, 1n this An English !Jul devotes h9tMII to a famous ball•I comp.any and l!!!I r-1 Inell.Ida John Oltlgud, Ralph Richardson. Clldnc: Hardw•ch and case that ol two 1111e,s in IO#'e w1lh the ume f:renchman Jean becomes 111 slat The film c.aptu,ei the sp1111 and be1u1, ol lhe, '-I 
l!!l Claire llloom · Pierre Leaud ,tu1 ' blllol and ,11 special magic world l!!I 
~ ~ 
Ii] WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY SUNDAY. MONDAY - ru1-sDAY Iii 
I ·~:2~~~~ :~~~=·~~~ ~~~!~~~-~~.Ji~,4.~. i l!!J tncvrable IChi.tophrtnk: and she en1e,1 a world ot hallvcmahon lroih melodrama 10 comlldy THE LADY VANISHES lhnlls 1he Fields· besi work ,s e1empl1l1od in 1tie oll handed .O·ht>tkng 
'i' Bergman has Charted ..-llh tld'lnic:11 accuracy the moving psrcho· viewer and 1111es h11 m11111gence to oulguess tho maSler cl manoe, of these short films where he achieved a c0mp111e 11111lry Ii) 1!!J logleel drama ol a delcenl to in111n11r, ,n1ngue nevtr ,rnatched by h11 loa1ure1 
~ ~ I WEDNESDAY -THURSDAY FRIDAY. SA1URDAY SUNDAY. MONDAY-TUESDAY I 
! =~=~~=~~ ,.::.~:::~~J~~~~.~~ .~:~~~~~~~ ! Cmil hll art. Alk Guinness 11an In and lalhloned lhe "'"nP'1y 10, a c:0mpellrnQ land1e,1pe of drum 'and rnemory R1chlv- v,111al L Sulltvan Cons,d•rod 10 be the line,.1 screen inlerpret111on or fial 
1!!I lhlt comk: matterplaee from Iha nuarlous novel ol Joyto Ce,1. 11a,rllngly dram.Uc:, • dnem111c landmark Charin D,c .. n, work l!!I 
I Feb. 2 ~+ar.A..r. .... ~ ·~~!~RA (Cinema 3) Discount Offer I 
Ii . to ..,.................,~ ..,.~ Mov•E·PHONE 8 TICKETS for $12 or $1.50 EACH- Iii I ~pr.5 ~~MliliiililiiMliill.._....._lliiWi 257•2100 Regular ticket price $2.50-Save $8 I 
. Iii . CLIP ANO SAVE . . . .. Jil 
-··-························-~·-·····~~~~~~~~: 
.. 
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IJf RESTAURANT. FOR ALL SEASONS] 
Vau may secure seats by using the telephone - Ring 272-6484, Ithaca, New YDl'k 
THE BUDl>Y De-ORT PAO.DUCTION 
of 
i 
5
'Cloclk went to green, clock went to green~9 
.;: STARRING 
' 
• 
i 
,: 
PROCTOR AND BERGMAN 
of the FIRESl;GN THEATRE 
WILL BE IN FORD HALL AUDITORIUM 
. J anu~ry 29, 1977 
ONE SHOW ONLY 
10:00pffl 
-TICKE11'5':· •2.00 
ffeJ. wailable at the door and in the E-gbert Union 
Brought to you bJ s.A·.B. . 
. - ·, 
NO SMOKINC. OR DRINKING 'ALLOWED .. - I 
I ' ". • ; • - •:. I ' 
' ~ I' • • • ,: - ,, - ' 
, .. 
